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Executive Summary
Boston Public Schools (BPS), like many other urban districts, serves a city that is de
fact residentially segregated along racial and socioeconomic lines. As such, it has
utilized school choice and assignment policies as one way to reduce racial and
economic segregation and the extent to which public education reproduces social
inequities between groups. Such policies empower parents to select schools they
believe are the best ones for their children, whether these schools are nearby or
outside of their neighborhood. Further, by providing greater schooling options
across the city, such policies not only provide parents with fewer resources living
in communities with low performing schools greater access to high quality schools;
they also provide incentives for parents who have the means to leave the district to
stay. In turn, school choice has the potential to not only enhance equity but also to
diversify the population of the district and of any given school. However, such
policies often have the less desirable consequence of forcing many students to
travel long distances each morning and evening.
Partially in response to the strains that long travel distances have placed on
both families and the district, BPS adopted a new “home-based assignment system”
(HBAP) in school year 2014-2015. HBAP replaced the previous approach of
dividing the city in three zones (3Z) with a geographically-driven algorithm that
generated individualized “choice baskets” centered on each student’s home
address that ensured access to high quality schools. As such, it was a bold attempt
to reorganize school choice and assignment to provide students with increased
access to good schools, close to home, especially for those students with the lowest
level of access.
Four years after the full implementation for the kindergarten and 6th
grades, the Boston Area Research Initiative (BARI) worked with BPS to evaluate
HBAP and its impacts on the district, with a particular eye toward the goals of
increasing equitable access to high quality schools and decreasing the distance
students travel to school (i.e., good schools, close to home). To what extent did
HBAP achieve its goals of access to high quality schools close to home? Did it either
mitigate or exacerbate inequities in access and assignment to quality schools
across neighborhoods, racial and socioeconomic groups, and students in general
education, English Language Learner, and Special Education programs? Did the
focus on local access help communities to build “neighborhood schools”? Did it
unintentionally increase racial or economic segregation of Boston’s students? The
full report addresses each of these questions. Below are the main findings and
conclusions.
Findings
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Geography largely determines access to quality. The overarching lesson of the
evaluation is that it is impossible for a choice and assignment system to
provide access to “good schools close to home” when the geographic
distribution of quality schools is itself inequitable. Neighborhoods in the
southern core of the city (from South Boston across to Roxbury and down through
Mattapan and Dorchester), which are predominantly inhabited by Black and
disadvantaged students, have very few Tier 1 schools nearby. Consequently, they
had fewer such schools in their choice baskets, had greater competition for seats in
those schools, were less likely to attend them, and had to travel longer distances to
school when they did attend them. When the analysis expands the definition of
high quality schools to include both Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools, these disparities
were less striking for kindergarten, but remained strong for 6th grade.
There is a need for an algorithm that defines access to quality in terms of
competition for seats, rather than numbers of schools. HBAP builds choice baskets
with universal minimum access to quality schools by guaranteeing that they have
at least a certain number of Tier 1, Tier 2, and Tier 3 schools. Analyses based on
numbers of schools, access to seats, and competition for seats revealed that
variations in the number of students living in different parts of the city
created large disparities in competition for seats. These disparities
disproportionately lowered practical access for Black students, and, to a
lesser extent, Latino students. It is important to note that these disparities
existed before HBAP. However, HBAP did nothing to eliminate them.
Implementation of HBAP was incomplete. At the time of this evaluation, the
implementation of HBAP was incomplete in two ways. First, it was rolled out
sequentially across grades, starting with kindergarten and 6th grade in 2014-2015.
This then progressed to include 1st grade and 7th grade in 2015-2016, and so on.
This seemed a logical approach given that most new school assignments occur in
kindergarten and 6th grade. However, it means that HBAP’s impact on school
composition was not fully realized and thus could not be fully evaluated, for this
reason the evaluation was conducted only on kindergarten and 6th grade. Second,
and more notable, the implementation for 6th grade constructed choice baskets
based on quality assessments of schools with kindergartens (regardless of
whether that school had a 6th grade), then adding pathway schools and
removing any school that did not have 6th grades. This resulted in 6th grade
choice baskets that had fewer than the number of Tier 1 schools that are nearest to
the students’ home address than the policy stipulated. These were unfortunately
concentrated in a small number of neighborhoods whose nearest Tier 1 schools do
not offer 6th grade, meaning that these families did not have access to the high
quality schools that were promised by the policy.
HBAP shortened commutes. HBAP achieved one of its main goals in that students
traveled shorter distances and times to get to and from schools. This was
particularly true for elementary school students. The gains were most noteworthy
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for the lower frequency of long trips; for example, the longest 25% of commutes
among kindergarteners (i.e., above the 75th percentile) were reduced by a half-mile
and over 2.5 min. in each direction.
HBAP diminished integration across the city without creating neighborhood
schools. HBAP did not succeed in its goal of helping neighborhoods to
concentrate their students at fewer, more local schools (i.e., creating
neighborhood schools). Nonetheless, it showed signs of lowering racial and
geographic integration across the district. The average neighborhood sent its
students to the same number of schools under 3Z and HBAP. However, for students
in predominantly minority neighborhoods, they were more likely to be dispersed
across more schools under both 3Z and HBAP. In comparison, Asian and White
students became increasingly concentrated at a small number of schools that were
more likely to be of high quality. The consequence is that students are more likely
to attend schools whose student bodies reflect lower geographic and racial
diversity. These results were not alarming in their magnitude, but they do reflect a
potentially troubling trend.
Conclusions
Many of the inequities uncovered across neighborhoods and racial groups arose
from geographic patterns that existed before HBAP, meaning the policy did not
create them, nor did it do anything to ameliorate them. There are ways that the
policy could be improved—including accounting for levels of competition for seats
across neighborhoods. However, school assignment policies alone will not solve
the greater challenge facing BPS, which is the uneven distribution of high quality
schools across Boston. If families want their children to attend schools closer to
home, as prior research indicates, then the more effective policy solution is to
establish a greater number of high quality schools that are more equitably
dispersed throughout the city.
HBAP, which focused on increasing the likelihood that students attend
schools close to home, had very real consequences for school diversity. For both
kindergarten and 6th grade there was evidence of diminishing geographic and
racial integration across the district. This was a foreseeable outcome given the
basic premise of HBAP and the context of a racially and economically segregated
city. However, it is an issue that the district as a whole might want to revisit.
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Note to the Reader: Reading this Report
This report evaluates the consequences of the Boston Public Schools’ Home-Based
Assignment Policy for equity in terms of access and assignment to quality schools.
It also examines any effects on school composition. This makes for a rather lengthy
and detailed series of analyses. We have sought to make it as accessible as possible
to as wide an audience as possible while also utilizing advanced statistical
techniques that ensure a rigorous evaluation. In order to strike this balance we
have made a number of decisions regarding the organization of the report that it
will be useful for the reader to understand.


The report is separated into eight chapters, each one attending to a
different aspect of the evaluation. These chapters are largely selfencapsulated, and a reader looking for a particular piece of information can
access it directly from the appropriate chapter without having to read the
rest of the report.



We provide non-technical introductions and summaries for each chapter
and, in many cases, for the sections within chapters. This is so readers not
interested in the detailed statistical analyses can easily absorb the main
findings. Likewise, Chapter 1 is an introduction to the purpose and
background of the evaluation and Chapter 8 is an overarching summary of
the findings.



The Appendices contain the most technical material on methodology. They
also contain full tables that present analytic results in greater detail than
would be appropriate for the main text.



Though we have designed the report to enable readers to move through the
report freely as they seek out the information most relevant to them, we
encourage all to read Chapter 2’s summary of the methodology and
terms used in the report. This is important because Chapter 2 describes
all analytic decisions, which form the basis for interpretation of the results.
We understand that statistically-driven reports often lead readers to ask
questions about, “What does that mean?” or “Why did they do it that way?”
or “Why didn’t they ask this question?” We hope that Chapter 2 will answer
many of these questions without forcing readers to dig through the
technical Appendices.
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Chapter 1: Background on School Choice and Boston Public Schools
Demographic gaps in achievement are pernicious and have been a pressing
concern since the Brown v. Board of Education decision and the revelations of the
Coleman (1966) report on the consequences of racial segregation. Across the
nation, African-American and Latino youth are much more likely to attend schools
that have fewer resources, less-experienced teachers, fewer advanced courses, and
fewer guidance counselors than are Euro-American youth (Hill and Torres 2010;
Hill 2011; Reardon and Bischoff 2011). These disparities are reinforced by
deepening residential segregation across race and class (Ayscue and Orfield 2015;
Orfield and Frankenberg 2013), which manifests in homogeneous school
populations (Hill and Torres 2010; Walsemann, Bell, and Maitra 2011).
Like other urban districts serving diverse populations, Boston Public
Schools must navigate the tension between residential segregation along racial and
economic lines and realizing the benefits of diverse schools. To address these
issues and increase both equity and integration in schools, urban districts such as
Boston Public Schools have implemented a range of policy solutions. One common
policy approach is to provide parents with choice in the school assignment
process. By decoupling school assignment from residential neighborhoods, such
policies have the potential to create geographically (and, presumably, racially and
socioeconomically) diverse schools. School choice and assignment policies are
designed to increase equity and access to high quality schools through parental
empowerment (Hill, Jeffries, and Murray 2018).
When families have access to a wide variety of schools falling both within
and beyond their neighborhood of residence, they can choose schools that match
their interests and needs. As such, families living in neighborhoods with low
performing schools have a means for opting out of those schools in favor of better
schools outside of their neighborhood. A second goal related to decoupling
residential neighborhood and school assignments for many school choice policies
is to improve integration within schools. Indeed, early choice programs in the
United States often focused on creating magnet schools and controlled choice
policies that were designed to attract families from diverse neighborhoods (Hill,
Jeffries, & Murray, 2018). Via these two goals, school choice policies are designed
to give families the freedom to leave neighborhood schools that are
underperforming and instead choose schools that match parents’ preferences and
interests, in turn increasing incentives for families to stay in urban public-school
districts.
School choice models have a long history and are largely based on an
assumption that market pressures through competition among schools would
increase the availability of high quality schools as parents “vote with their feet”
(Friedman 1955; Chubb and Moe 1990). In open market conditions, schools that
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are not up to standard will not be selected by families, leading these schools to
either close or improve; meanwhile, high quality schools will expand in the face of
increased demand. However, significant constraints on the system, including wide
variability in the quality of schools and the requirement that all students must be
enrolled in school has ultimately created competition among parents, rather than
schools—as there are fewer schools and seats to meet the demands. These policies
also assume that parents want to have choices, are able to effectively make
decisions, and, possibly most tenuously, that parents will make choices that result
in increased equity and diversity (Hill, Jeffries, Murray, 2018).

1.1.

School Choice in Boston and the Adoption of HBAP

Boston Public Schools has historically struggled with the implementation of
policies that can counteract its historically racially-segregated residential
landscape. This segregation was the stimulus for forced bussing policies instituted
in the 1970s. These policies were both unpopular and ineffective and were
replaced by Controlled School Choice plans that gave families additional options
and the autonomy to submit preferences regarding the school to which their
children were assigned. Until 2014, the school choice plan divided the city into
three zones—east, west, and north (3-Zone Plan or 3Z). Families living in each
zone could choose schools within their zone, any school in another zone, as long as
it was within a mile of their home address, and any citywide school. As with all
school choice policies, if more families select the school than there are seats, then a
lottery system is employed with priorities granted for certain situations, such as
schools within a “walk zone”
and schools that a sibling
already attends.

Figure 1-1. A dot map representing the
geographic distribution of BPS students of
different races (all students, 2011-2017).

School choice policies in
Boston have played an
important role in increasing
access to high quality schools
for some disadvantaged
students and families. As can be
seen in Figure 1-1, the city
remains largely segregated
along racial and socioeconomic
lines and there is clearly a value
in policies that can diversify the
population of any given school.
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They have the downside, however, of forcing many students to travel long
distances—as much as 10 miles!—each morning and evening. After 20 years, the
costs of transporting students across the city—both human time costs and dollars,
along with the continued racial segregation of the schools—prompted Boston
Public Schools to revisit their school choice assignment system. The premise of the
new assignment system was to give families “good schools, close to home” and to
reinvigorate neighborhood schools. Indeed, research shows that parents
consistently show a preference for schools close to home, but their willingness to
trade location for academic achievement varies based on context and, presumably,
the availability of free public transportation (Fuller and Elmore 1996; Glazerman
1998; Goyette 2008; Hastings, Kane, and Staiger 2005).
In 2012, Boston Public Schools initiated a highly public process to
reengineer its school choice and assignment system, with the goal of providing
parents with equitable access to good schools that are close to home. In theory,
this would decrease travel distances while also safeguarding against the inequities
that are inherent in a residentially-segregated city. This included a collaboration
with researchers at MIT to model competing scenarios using existing data to
compare how well various school assignment systems would accomplish this goal.
In March 2013, the School Committee approved the adoption of the Home Based
Assignment Plan (HBAP).
HBAP, generated by MIT researchers, was a bold and clever attempt to
provide parents with increased access to good schools, close to home. Central to
HBAP is the effort to create universal minimum access to quality education based
on MCAS Tiers that rank each school’s proficiency and academic growth. Under the
HBAP system, each family receives at least six MCAS Tiered schools in their
baskets, based on their locations relative to their home address. These six MCAS
Tiered schools include: the two closest Tier 1 (i.e., deemed highest quality) schools;
the four nearest schools that are either Tier 1 or 2 (i.e., high quality); the six
nearest schools that are in Tiers 1, 2 or 3. These are joined by any schools within
one mile of the family’s home; option schools (e.g., ELC; EEC, AWC); City Wide
Schools; any schools that a sibling attends; and overlays for Special Education and
English Language Learner Programs.

1.2.

The Evaluation of HBAP

Four years after the adoption of HBAP, it is now possible to evaluate the extent to
which it was successful in achieving the goal of increasing access to high quality
schools and reducing the distances students must travel to schools. This is
particularly important given its innovative nature, making it an unproven solution.
In conducting our evaluation, BARI divides the HBAP system into five stages, each
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with its own dynamic of engagement with families. These stages are: (1) Choice
baskets; (2) Shopping period; (3) Submission of choices; (4) Assignment; and (5)
Enrollment. Inequities can arise at any of these stages, and they may be generated
by the system itself or by its interaction with actions and decisions made by
families. For example, the choice baskets themselves might be inequitable in some
way (Stage 1), or, after receiving their choice baskets, parents might engage the
school choice system with different levels of knowledge or priorities (Stage 2).
Even with the same knowledge and desire for high quality schools, additional
factors create disparities in the ability of families from different racial backgrounds
to actualize these preferences. In turn, they end up submitting choices of differing
academic quality (Stage 3; Bell 2009). Further, while they policy has algorithms to
assign students to schools equitably based on a lottery and established priorities
(Stage 4), families may vary in their decisions to enroll their students in the
assigned schools (Stage 5).
Even though inequities can arise at any of the five stages of HBAP, this evaluation
focuses on Stages 1 and 4. This is because Stages 1 and 4 are fully under the
management of BPS via the HBAP system and permit the most concrete
assessment of its impacts on equity as it pertains to access to quality schools,
assignment, and attending schools closer to home. While doing so, it also considers
the extent to which HBAP maintains diversity within schools.
This report begins with a summary of the pertinent methodological considerations
and decisions that are essential for readers to know in order to understand the
evaluation (note: a complete methodological report can be found in the
Appendices). This is followed by chapters that address each of the essential
questions of the evaluation.
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Chapter 2: Guide to General Methodology, Interpreting Analyses, and
Glossary
This chapter summarizes the methodological techniques used in this evaluation.
This summary is intended to enable the reader to understand and interpret the
results and is thus not a full technical description, which is instead available in the
Appendices. It is recommended that all readers use this chapter as a useful
reference for navigating the numerous analyses in Chapters 3-7, as it provides
background on the following: data sources; the cross-group comparisons used to
evaluate equity; techniques for measuring distance and school quality; and
neighborhood definitions. There is also a short glossary of abbreviated terms.

2.1.

Data Sources

Boston Public Schools provided datasets that included students’ choice baskets,
submitted choices, and enrollment for all grades for the three years since the
implementation of HBAP (from 2014-2015 through 2016-2017) and the last three
years of 3Z (from 2011-2012 through 2013-2014). BPS followed a staggered plan
in implementing HBAP. They began with kindergarten (and pre-k) and 6th in 20142015, and then progressed longitudinally (e.g., 2015-2016 added grades 1 and 7)
in each subsequent year (see Chapter 3 for more on implementation process).
Therefore, the main analysis of the effect of HBAP is conducted exclusively for
kindergarten (i.e., K2; not pre-k grades given their low enrollment, though see
Chapter 6 for a comparison) and 6th grade, as those are the grades for which there
are three years of data and therefore the best context for ascertaining the effects of
HBAP on access, assignment, and school composition. Throughout, these analyses
include all records with complete information on the relevant variables.
Student addresses were provided in students’ records were geocoded using
BARI’s custom geographical infrastructure (O'Brien and Gomory 2017), which
coordinates all known addresses in the city (as defined by the City of Boston’s
Street and Address Management System) with census geographies and higher-level
administrative geographies (e.g., Boston Planning & Development Authority’s
planning districts). Students whose address could not be mapped were excluded.

2.2.

Comparing HBAP and 3Z

There are two ways to compare the HBAP and 3Z policies. First, the “counterfactual
approach” compares HBAP to what would have happened under the 3Z policy. This
is the best approach for assessing equitable access because the choice baskets
under each policy can be definitively modeled in a given year. Thus, equitable
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access was analyzed for students only in the years since HBAP was introduced,
comparing their actual HBAP choice baskets with their simulated 3Z choice
baskets. Analyzing equitable access in this manner controls for demographic
changes in neighborhoods or the opening or closing of schools between the two
time periods.
The counterfactual approach is not feasible for the question of equitable
assignment. Assignment depends not only on access, but the choices that families
submit and the competition they encounter through the lottery. Families’ choices
and thus the process of assignment cannot be simulated counterfactually. To
assess equitable assignment, assignments under HBAP were directly compared to
those made under 3Z. Similarly, because school composition is a direct result of
school assignment, schools and neighborhoods under HBAP were compared
directly to those under 3Z.

2.3.

Equity for Whom? Defining Cross-Group Comparisons

Evaluating equity requires the examination of variations across a population, most
typically concentrating on differences between particular groups. HBAP is a
fundamentally geographic system in that choice baskets, and thus access, is
inherently dependent on an individual’s home address. In turn, access interacts
with the lottery system to determine assignment. For this reason, the foundation of
the evaluation of equity is geographical, comparing access and assignment across
neighborhoods (see Section 2.4 for how neighborhoods are defined).
Of course, equity across demographic groups is the true issue of interest in
such an evaluation, as captured by the history of school choice provided in Chapter
1. In all cases, additional analyses further quantified how any geographic
disparities translate into demographic inequities. For analyses of access it was only
possible to do so across race. This is because the students have not yet enrolled in
BPS and have not necessarily shared all information necessary for other
demographic measures.1 Analyses of assignment leveraged a fuller set of data to
expand to comparisons to poverty status, English Language Learner (ELL) status
and Special Education (SPED) status.

Some will note that it would be possible to link data from enrollment databases with choice
baskets to fill in this information for those who eventually enrolled in BPS. This is true, but could
skew analysis in meaningful ways. Students that did enroll in BPS are more likely to come from
populations with fewer resources to attend private schools. Further, those with the resources to
leave the district would be more likely to do so if they have poor access. Thus, if the analysis of
access loses the higher-resource families with the lowest level of access, our evaluation will
conclude that these groups have even greater access than they actually do.
1
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The district uses six categories for race: Asian, Black, Latino, Native
American, Other, and White. Our primary analyses do not discuss Native American
and Other as they are too few to permit robust comparison, but the tables in the
Appendices do include them. ELL students are categorized into Current, Former,
and Never. Our analyses compare Current to the other two. Poverty was defined
using historical thresholds for free-or-reduced-price lunch (even after BPS began
providing free lunch for all students). Special Education students were classified as
any student enrolled in a special education program, including ELL students
enrolled in such programs.
Last, after discussions with BPS and an examination of the data, a decision
was made not to divide ELL students by language group. This was for two reasons.
First, only two first languages were spoken by more than 3% of the district’s
students—English (55%) and Spanish (27%)—making it impossible to conduct
robust statistical comparisons across groups. It would be feasible to compare
Spanish-speakers to English-speakers, but it turns out that the geographic
distribution of Spanish-speakers is statistically identical to the geographic
distribution of students who identify as Latino.2 In turn, their patterns of access
and assignment would be exactly the same. For this reason, any reader particularly
interested in the access and assignment of Spanish-speakers relative to other
students should attend to the analyses of equity across races, which compares
Latino students to Asian, Black, and White students.

2.3.

Defining Neighborhoods

Neighborhood analyses were based on the traditional definitions provided by the
16 planning districts of the Boston Planning & Development Agency. These have
sufficient historical and social meaning to be understood as the basis for analysis.
Analysis across 16 neighborhoods, however, can make for an unwieldy set of
comparisons that are vulnerable to spurious interpretations, especially when some
have rather low numbers of students. In order to overcome these limitations, all
geographic analyses were conducted in two stages. First, to aid in interpretation, a
four-part classification of neighborhoods as general “regions” was used: downtown
neighborhoods, which are densely settled, including Central, Back Bay/Beacon Hill,
Fenway-Kenmore, South End, and South Boston; southern urban core, which are
mostly majority-minority and often disadvantaged, including Mattapan, North and
South Dorchester, and Roxbury; southwestern semiurban areas, which are less
60% of Latino students speak Spanish as a first-language, and 99% of Spanish-speaking students
identify as Latino. Counts of Spanish-speaking and Latino students across census blocks, the
smallest geographic unit of analysis, were r = .96, and for census block groups, the next smallest
geographic unit of analysis, were r = .999.
2
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densely settled and often somewhat more affluent, including Hyde Park, Jamaica
Plain, Roslindale, and West Roxbury; and the “wings”, which are geographicallyremoved from the rest of the city and tend to have specialized policies for access to
local schools, including Allston-Brighton, Charlestown, and East Boston.
The four groupings are largely similar in their geographic structure,
meaning the neighborhoods therein will have similar experiences for the operation
of HBAP. This makes for a much more efficient communication of the analysis of
equity across neighborhoods. That said, there will be deviations from these
broader patterns and there are those who will want to understand them. For this
reason, analyses were conducted across the 16 neighborhoods. The text of each
chapter highlights any neighborhoods that stood out as distinct from the
tendencies of their grouping. The results for all neighborhoods are also available in
the detailed tables in the Appendices.

2.4.

Defining Distance

BPS’ choice and assignment system is one of many policies that defines the
distance between two points “as the crow flies,” also known as Euclidean distance.
This is a loose proxy of the effort required to commute to and from school. It does
not account for the real distance that must be traveled through the street grid, and
the amount of time that this travel takes, given speed limits, street signals, traffic,
etc. To partially account for this and provide a better estimate of travel effort,
distance was accounted for in two ways. First, the traditional Euclidean distance
was estimated. Second, two online sources (Open Street Map and Google Maps)
were used to estimate travel times during rush hour (using APIs; see Appendix B
for more detail). Whereas the former is comparable to other work and examines
distance as defined for the generation of choice baskets, the latter provides a better
approximation of the impacts of geographic distance between home and school on
families, and, thereby, a better estimate of inequities among demographic or
geographic groups. While it does not account for circuitous bus routes, it is more
accurate than Euclidean distance.
Further, to examine the relationship between access and distance, the
choice baskets were divided into schools closer than 1.5 miles to home and those
further away. One-and-a-half miles was chosen because it a reasonable distance
and one that is a bit broader than the assumption of “walk zone” utilized by both
policies. This is crucial because both policies provide access to all schools within 1
mile of a person’s home. Consequently, if “near to home” were defined as a radius
of 1 mile or less, there would by definition be no differences between the policies.
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2.5.

School Quality

Understanding that definitions of school quality vary in the minds of families and
in the scientific literatures, the analysis here uses the ranking systems employed
by BPS. Under 3Z, BPS relied on DESE Tier rankings, which are based solely on
MCAS scores. To capture a broader assessment of quality, BPS created a Tier
ranking system, based on the most recent scores on MCAS scores as well as
historical trajectory. These Tiers were the ones used to inform the generation of
choice baskets under HBAP.
Because school quality was assessed differently under 3Z and HBAP, they
are not directly comparable. As a result, initial attempts to compare quality across
the two policies produced inconsistent results that appear to be associated with
differences in the assessment of quality, rather than true differences in school
quality. Therefore, all subsequent analyses of equitable access to quality schools
between the two policies apply BPS tier rankings in 2014-2015 to schools in 20132014. This is the best approach because school quality across two school years is
relatively stable.
“High quality” was operationalized in two ways: (1) schools in Tier 1 only
and (2) combining Tier 1 and Tier 2. This is for two reasons. First, the HBAP policy
ensures access to quality schools using each of these definitions. Second, in the
minds of BPS, Tier 2 schools are still good schools. Relatedly, the low number of
Tier 1 schools can exaggerate inequities in access that are often dampened when
quality is considered more broadly as the combination of Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools.
It is important, then, to consider equity in both ways.

2.6. Glossary
The following terms are abbreviated throughout the report:







3Z – 3-Zone Policy
BARI – Boston Area Research Initiative
BPS – Boston Public Schools
ELL – English Language Learner
HBAP – Home-Based Assignment Policy
SPED – Special Education
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Chapter 3: Do Boston Public Schools Students have Greater Access to High
Quality Schools?
The evaluation of HBAP begins with the question of equitable access to high quality
schools across geographic and demographic groups. This entailed an analysis of
the contents of choice baskets under HBAP and how the distribution of these
contents differed from those that would have been provided by 3Z. The
fundamental promise of HBAP was to improve access to high quality schools and
reduce the distances students must travel to schools. A primary mechanism for this
was to provide universal minimum access to high quality schools, with each student
receiving a choice basket including the two nearest Tier 1 schools, the 4 nearest
Tier 1 or Tier 2 schools, and the 6 nearest Tier 1, 2, or 3 schools, as well as any
other school within 1 mile of their home.
Universal minimum access should not be mistaken for completely equal
access, however, as some students might receive more high quality schools in their
choice baskets due to greater proximity to such schools. The goal of HBAP was to
ensure that all students had access to high quality schools and that this access was
distributed more evenly across geographic and demographic groups than it was
under 3Z. Further, in theory, providing access to a minimum number of quality
schools would create sufficient likelihood of being assigned to one of them. It
would also limit the amount of variability in choice baskets, making access largely
equitable.
Equitable access under HBAP was assessed in a general sense as well as
how these reflected either shifts in choice baskets between 3Z and HBAP or simply
revealed persistent disparities. Because students with choice baskets were not
necessarily enrolled in BPS, data on poverty status, ELL status, and SPED status
were not available for comparison of those groups (see Chapter 2). The assessment
that follows examined three measures of access: (1) the number of schools of
different quality levels in each basket; (2) the number of seats within schools, to
account for differential school size; (3) the amount of competition for seats in
choice baskets, measured as the number of “seat shares” to which an individual is
likely to have access, calculated as the ratio of seats in the choice basket over the
number of other students who have those same seats in their choice baskets. This
last measure was only analyzed for HBAP because of the difficulty of generalizing it
across policies.3
Seat shares were first calculated at the school level as the number of seats available divided by the
number of choice baskets that the school appears in. This is approximately the likelihood of each
student receiving a seat in the school if all students who have it in their choice basket chose it as
their first choice. These seat shares are summed across all schools in a student’s choice basket (or
the appropriate subset, e.g., Tier 1 schools) to get total seat shares. This is a somewhat indirect
measure in that it does not account for interdependence in competition across schools. This makes
3
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In this chapter, the entirety of choice baskets is examined. In Chapter 4, the
question of “good schools, close to home” is address by examining schools within
1.5 miles of a student’s home address. First, though, the implementation of HBAP is
described, which is necessary to give full context to the results that follow.
Complete methodology and tables are available in Appendix A.

3.1.

Implementation of HBAP

Understanding how HBAP was implemented is essential to organizing and
interpreting its evaluation. First, all high schools are citywide schools, and thus the
policy was only intended to effect elementary and middle school students. Within
those age groups, HBAP was implemented in stages by BPS beginning in the 20142015 school year. As can be seen in Table 3-1 below, implementation began with
kindergarten grades (including pre-kindergarten grades K0 and K1) and 6th grade.
Additional grades were added progressively each year. For example, in 2015-2016,
1st and 7th grades were incorporated, and in 2016-2017, 2nd and 8th grades, and so
on. Indeed, it has not been fully implemented for all grades at the time of this
evaluation.
Table 3-1. Implementation of HBAP by School Year.
School Year

On Grades

Off Grades

2014/2015

Kindergarten and 6th

1st through 5th, 7th, and 8th

2015/2016

Kindergarten, 1st, 6th, and 7th

2nd through 5th and 8th

2016/2017

Kindergarten, 1st, 2nd,
6th through 8th

3rd through 5th

2017/2018

Kindergarten, 1st through 3rd,
6th through 8th

4th and 5th

2018/2019

Kindergarten, 1st - 4th, 6th - 8th

5th

2019/2020

All

None

it particularly difficult to compare this measure across policies because there is more overlap in
choice baskets between everyone in the same zone under 3Z than there is between many
individuals who happen to have the same nearest Tier 1. Thus, this measure was only used to
compare equity across groups within HBAP.
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The implementation of HBAP for kindergarten students was exactly as
described previously, with students receiving the nearest two Tier 1 schools, four
Tier 1 or Tier 2 schools, and 6 Tier 1, Tier 2, or Tier 3 schools, plus the other types
of schools as proscribed by the policy. Grade 6 was implemented somewhat
differently. Rather than basing the composition of choice baskets on schools with
6th grade available, the algorithms from kindergarten were used. That is to say,
choice baskets for 6th grade students started out with the two nearest Tier 1
schools with a kindergarten, the 4 nearest Tier 1 or Tier 2 schools with a
kindergarten, and the 6 nearest Tier 1, 2, or 3 schools with a kindergarten, as well
as any other school within 1 mile of their home with a kindergarten, rather than
assessing schools based on 6th grade. Choice baskets then received pathway middle
schools that are matched to a student’s current elementary school of enrollment.4
Finally, any school without a 6th grade option was removed. By this mechanism, it
is possible that some choice baskets did not reach minimum access, as defined by
policy (e.g., 2 closest Tier 1 schools). The impact of this on equitable access was
evaluated.

3.2.

Access among Kindergarteners

Across the board, students entering kindergarten had fewer schools and seats in
their choice baskets under HBAP at all Tier levels. This was by design, as HBAP
sought to provide options concentrated around a family’s home address. The
assumption was that this would diminish access to numbers of schools evenly,
thereby holding actual competition for desirable seats constant. Total number of
schools and seats in the average basket decreased by just over half (50% and 52%,
respectively), from 30 schools with 1,293 seats to 15 schools with 619 seats. These
drops were somewhat higher for Tier 1 schools and seats (60% and 62%,
respectively), from 6.5 schools with 260 seats to 2.5 schools with 100 seats.
However, when Tier 1 and Tier 2 were combined, the decline in schools and seats
was more consistent at about one half (50% and 53%, respectively), from 13
schools with 540 seats to 6.5 schools with 254 seats. Likewise, the average school
was included in about half as many choice baskets under HBAP (dropping from
1,162 choice baskets on average to 443 choice baskets). This arrangement means
that both access and competition are more localized under the new policy.
Choice baskets under HBAP did not vary much in their size, and featured
variation similar to 3Z. The smallest 25% of baskets had 14 schools or fewer and
Each elementary school has a single pathway middle school to which all of its students are given
access except in the case of elementary schools in East Boston, which also have Edwards Middle
School in Charlestown as a second pathway school to ensure additional access in a nearby
neighborhood.
4
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533 seats or fewer and the largest 25% had 17 schools or more and 700 seats or
more.5 The number of Tier 1 and Tier 1 or Tier 2 schools in each basket were also
largely even across students. Over 50% of students had the minimum two Tier 1
schools and the 75th percentile and up had three or more. Those baskets in the
lowest 25th percentile in terms of size had, on average, six Tier 1 or Tier 2 schools,
two more than the minimum, indicating that most students live sufficiently close to
enough high quality schools to have them fill out their basket. Baskets at the
median and 75th percentile in terms of size had only one more Tier 1 or Tier 2
school, on average, amounting to seven total, further indicating an even
distribution of access.
An analysis of the number of seats yielded similar results, although the low
number of Tier 1 schools translated to very few accessible seats in some cases.
Choice baskets in the bottom 25% in terms of size had 60 or fewer Tier 1 seats in
their basket whereas the top 25% in terms of size had more than double, with at
least 131 seats. Interestingly, when Tier 2 schools are added to the definition of
high quality, the disparities between the 25th and 75th percentiles were less
marked, ranging from 221 to 288 seats; though the absolute difference was the
same in these two comparisons (~60 seats), the relative difference was more
muted (~25% larger baskets on the upper end vs. ~100% larger baskets).

3.2.1. Differences across Neighborhoods.
Differences in numbers of schools and seats: The decline in the number of schools in
choice baskets differed modestly across neighborhoods regions, with the only
notable case being wing neighborhoods, whose choice baskets saw a
proportionally smaller reduction (42% vs. 50%-53% for the other neighborhood
regions). This variation was even more modest for seats (all neighborhoods types
saw reductions of 48%-53%). Importantly, the neighborhoods that saw the
greatest proportional reductions were in the southern urban core, but they had
had access to the most schools and seats under 3Z and maintained this distinction
under HBAP (15.35 schools and 693 seats vs. 13.4-15 schools and 546-598 seats
for the other neighborhood regions; see Appendix A, Tables A-1 and A-2 for full
results).
Most of these variations by neighborhood region were consistent. For
example, most southern urban core neighborhoods had relatively large choice
baskets under both 3Z and HBAP, despite a proportionally larger reduction in their
size. Wing neighborhoods, however, told a somewhat distinctive story. East Boston
Using a variant of the coefficient of variation = interquartile range/median. The coefficient of
variation under 3Z was .30 and under HBAP was .28.
5
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had the smallest drop in total schools represented in their choice baskets, giving it
the second largest choice baskets under HBAP after Roxbury (means of 16.60 and
15.91, respectively). However, despite the larger number of schools in their
baskets, East Boston students tended to have fewer seats (average of 533 seats, or
exactly the 25th percentile for all students). This illustrates a particular dynamic for
these geographically isolated neighborhoods in that the number of seats in their
choice basket is subject to the handful of schools in and around the neighborhood.
For comparison, Allston-Brighton also appeared to have access to rather small
schools, resulting in choice baskets with fewer seats (516) on average, but
Charleston had access to larger schools, resulting in access to more seats (629). See
Appendix A, Tables A-4 and A-5 for full results

Differences in distribution of high quality schools. As noted, access to high quality
schools was defined in two ways, first as access to Tier 1 schools only, and then as
access to the combination of Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools. The first analysis revealed
stark inequities in access to Tier 1 schools across neighborhoods, which is
inevitable given the small number of Tier 1 schools in the city. This is apparent in
the map of schools with kindergartens, their Tier designation, and the number of
seats in Figure 3-1. Simply put, some neighborhoods do not contain any Tier 1
schools and may not have any close by. However, there was greater equity when
high quality is assessed by combining Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools. See Appendix A,
Tables A-1 and A-2 for full results.
Neighborhoods in the southern urban core had the fewest Tier 1 schools
and seats on average (avg.: 2.09
options and 71 seats per
student; ranging from 1.93
schools for South Dorchester to
2.22 in Roxbury and from 65
seats in North Dorchester to 73
seats in South Dorchester), and
Downtown neighborhoods had
the largest average number of
Tier 1 schools and seats (3.33
and 140, respectively). The
number of Tier 1 options
available to residents of
semiurban neighborhoods and
wing neighborhoods fell
Figure 3-1. The location, Tier level, and capacity
between the extremes of
of all kindergartens in Boston (2014-2015).
downtown and southern core
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neighborhoods, with an average of 2.93 schools and 110 seats and 2.99 schools
and 126 seats, respectively. However, these regions were less uniform in their
access. For example, Charlestown had the greatest access to Tier 1 schools in the
city, with an average of 4.79 schools and 281 seats in their choice basket, and
Allston-Brighton students had exactly two Tier 1 options with 42 seats. Similarly,
the average Roslindale and West Roxbury choice basket had above average access
with 3.16 schools and 130 seats and 3.33 schools and 137 seats, respectively, but
Jamaica Plain had limited access with 2.14 schools and 60 seats. These differences
capture the consequences of an uneven distribution of a scarce number of Tier 1
schools and seats. See Appendix A, Tables A-4 and A-5 for full results
Greater equity was seen when Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools were combined.
The four neighborhood regions varied far less around a much higher baseline of
access, ranging from an average of 6.39 Tier 1 and 2 schools in families’ baskets in
wing neighborhoods to an average of 6.91 Tier 1 and 2 schools in families’ basket
in southwestern semiurban neighborhoods. The number of seats ranged from 232
in wing neighborhoods to 264 in Downtown neighborhoods. When zooming in to
the neighborhood level, the variation remained rather limited. Again, AllstonBrighton stood out as being geographically isolated from high quality schools with
only 5.6 top-tier schools with 191 seats in the average choice basket, as were South
Boston and Mattapan (6.1 schools and 240 seats and 6.15 schools and 253 seats,
respectively). For Roslindale, the analysis of seats and schools yielded different
results—families’ choice baskets had a higher average of top-tier schools (6.9), but
a smaller average number of seats (238), indicating smaller schools.

Figure 3-2. The number of kindergarten students living in each census tract in 2014-2015
(left panel) and the consequences for competition for seats, as quantified by the average
number seat shares in kindergarten choice baskets (right panel).
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Competition for seats. Numbers of schools and seats in choice baskets do not
account for how many other students might also vie for those schools and seats. As
can be seen in the map in Figure 3-2, certain parts of the city—particularly those
with a greater Black or Latino population—have more students living there, and
thus likely experience greater competition in the school choice lottery. To account
for this, equity was analyzed in terms of competition for seats, or seat shares, (see
Appendix A, Table A-3 for full results). Wing neighborhoods had the greatest
average seat shares (i.e., lowest competition; 1.67 seat shares), followed by
downtown neighborhoods (1.48 seat shares), then southern core and semiurban
neighborhoods (1.32 and 1.31 seat shares, respectively). While the wing
neighborhoods, especially Allston-Brighton, had fewer seats in their choice
baskets, there were fewer students competing for these seats, resulting in greater
access. All three wing neighborhoods had above-average access, or less
competition, in terms of total seat shares. While there isn’t wide variation in
competition, students in southern neighborhoods like Hyde Park (1.28), Jamaica
Plain (1.26), South Dorchester (1.15) had the lowest seat shares, as did South End
(1.20), which was a bit more unexpected, but probably due to a higher density of
students. See Appendix A, Table 3-6 for full results.
Looking at access to high quality schools, however, revealed greater
disparities. Residents in the southern urban core had the lowest access to Tier 1
schools, with 0.14 seat shares (vs. a district average of 0.32). That is, students in
these neighborhoods have between 1/3rd and 1/4th the true access to Tier 1
schools as Downtown and wing neighborhoods (0.48 and 0.49 seat shares,
respectively; semiurban neighborhoods sit in between with 0.37 seat shares).
Further, these disparities do not diminish when high quality is defined as access to
Tier 1 and 2 schools. Southern core neighborhoods continued to have the lowest
access by a considerable margin (0.50 seat shares; all others at 0.72 or above).
Importantly, these disparities were present under 3Z and simply continued under
HBAP (for example, these same neighborhoods had 0.48 seat shares for Tier 1 and
Tier 2 schools under 3Z vs. 0.60 – 0.68 for the other neighborhood regions).
The geographic isolation of wing neighborhoods gave them the highest
practical access to top-tier schools at 0.87 seat shares. Charlestown had the
greatest such access, with more seats and lower competition for them (1.15 seat
shares for Tier 1 and 1.32 seat shares for Tier 1 and 2 schools). East Boston and
Allston-Brighton had lower access to Tier 1, but above average access when Tier 1
and Tier 2 were combined (0.76 and 0.74 seat shares, respectively). Interestingly,
Central Boston has proximity to more Tier 1 schools and seats with few students
competing for those seats. Consequently, students living there had greater access
to and less competition for high quality schools (0.96 seat shares for Tier 1 and
1.25 seat shares for Tier 1 and Tier 2). In contrast, all southern urban core
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Avg. # of Top-Tier Seat Shares

Avg. # of Top-Tier Seats

Avg. # of Top-Tier Schools

neighborhoods had low access to Tier 1 and combined Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools.
Additionally, South Boston had similarly low access (0.27 seat shares at Tier 1
schools and 0.49 seat shares at Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools). The South End also had
below-average access to Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools (0.57 seat shares), though not to
Tier 1 schools (0.36 seat shares).

Figure 3-3. The average number of
schools, seats, and seat shares at Tier 1
and Tier 2 schools in choice baskets
under HBAP for each race for
kindergarten.

3.2.2.
Differences by Race, Poverty
and Program
Differences in numbers of schools and
seats. Because of the uneven
distribution of racial groups across
Boston neighborhoods, geographic
disparities in access had
consequences for racial equity. As
might be expected, declines in the
size of choice baskets were similar
across racial groups, but revealed
existing disparities in access (see
Figure 3-3). The only exceptions
were that Latino students lost a
somewhat higher number of Tier 1
seats (68%) and White students lost
fewer (57%). This also means that
HBAP did not improve upon existing
inequities in access. Black students
had the fewest Tier 1 schools and
seats in their baskets under both
HBAP and 3Z. Under HBAP, they had
about 10% fewer schools and seats
in their baskets than the average
student (2.39 schools and 88 seats
compared to district averages of
2.69 schools and 100 seats),
whereas White students had about
20% more Tier 1 schools and seats
in their baskets than the average
student (2.98 schools and 127
seats). Also, very few White
students had low levels of access.
The lowest 25th percentile of White
students had an average of 75 seats
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in their baskets, compared to 60 or fewer for the three other main racial groups. At
the high end of the range of access, Black students had a “low ceiling”. The 75th
percentile choice basket for Black students’ baskets contained an average of 96
seats, or 4 seats fewer than the average (i.e., 50th percentile) level of access for the
district as a whole. At the same time, the 75th percentiles for White and Asian
students were 169 and 152 seats, respectively. See Appendix A, Tables A-7 and A-8
for full results.
Differences in access to high quality schools were much smaller when
access to Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools were combined. White students still had the
greatest access with an average of 265 seats in top-tier schools. Black students had
access to the fewest top tier schools, but the disparity was negligible (6.43 schools
vs. a district average of 6.55) and this did not translate into fewer seats (262 seats
vs. a district average of 254). Instead, Latino and Asian students had the fewest
seats (244 and 246 seats, respectively). Though these disparities were far less
notable, they were driven in part by the lowest-access Asian and Latino students
(25th percentile was 206 and 212 seats, respectively; 25th percentile for Black and
White students were 231 and 232, respectively).
Competition for seats. As with the geographic analysis, there were stark disparities
in competition for seats across race (see Figure 3-3). Asian students had the
greatest practical access to schools with 1.72 seat shares. Further, their Tier 1 seat
shares were greater than White students by a factor of a third (0.54 vs. 0.40),
greater than Latino students by about 2/3rds (0.31 seat shares) and nearly triple
that of Black students (0.19 seat shares). This additional access was largely driven
by those residing in Chinatown, which is the predominant source of students in the
Central neighborhood and also sees limited competition for local schools. For the
combination of Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools, Asian students still had dramatically
greater access (0.99 seat shares), particularly compared to Black students (0.51
seat shares). See Appendix A, Table A-9 for full results.
The deficit in access experienced by Black students is likely unsurprising
given the findings pertaining to the southern core neighborhoods above, but it
remains instructive. Even though the neighborhoods where Black students live are
nearby to a number of Tier 2 schools, the elevated level of competition for those
seats resulting from a greater density of students lowers their practical access.
This disparity was across the board, as the 25th percentile Black students had
access far below the same percentile in other racial groups (0.27 vs. 0.35 – 0.42 for
other major races) and the 75th percentile of access lagged considerably as well
(0.61 vs. 0.84 – 1.47 for other major races).
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3.3.

Access for 6th Grade

HBAP was implemented for 6th grade in a way that was vulnerable to providing
less than the minimum level of access promised by the policy (e.g., access to the
two closest Tier 1 schools). In addition, there are fewer middle schools in the city
in general. As a result, the size of the average choice basket remained almost
perfectly stable across the two policies, dropping from 14.25 schools to 13.48
schools and increasing slightly from 783 to 816 seats. Any losses, however, were
concentrated in Tier 1 seats and schools, with the average choice basket dropping
in size from 2.56 schools with 145 seats to 1.39 schools with 101 seats (drops of
46% and 30%, respectively). This likely reflects the fact that, for many
neighborhoods, the nearest Tier 1 schools identified through the algorithm based
on kindergartens were schools without 6th grade, meaning they did not actually
contribute to access. The drop in the average access to Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools
combined was less dramatic, and almost entirely explained by the decrease in Tier
1 schools (from 6.52 schools with 376 seats to 5.20 schools with 330 schools).
Differences in the range of access to Tier 1 were quite large, with the bottom 25%
of students receiving 10 or fewer Tier 1 seats in their basket and the top 25%
percent receiving 141 or more. Analyses that combined Tier 1 and Tier 2 yielded
greater equity (25th percentile = 283 and 75th percentile = 391), though this range
from the bottom to the top is still notably greater than the same measure for
kindergarten.

3.3.1.
Differences across
Neighborhoods

Figure 3-4. The location, Tier level, and capacity
of all 6th grades in Boston (2016-2017).

Differences in numbers of schools
and seats. Southern urban core
and downtown neighborhoods
had far larger choice baskets
than other neighborhoods (6.79
schools and 382 seats and 5.08
schools and 327 seats,
respectively; semiurban
neighborhoods had 3.45 schools
and 176 seats and wing
neighborhoods had 3.03 schools
and 185 seats). Though total size
of choice baskets was largely
even geographically, these
results obscure disparities in
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access to high quality schools. Though these disparities again reflected the
distribution of quality schools across the city (see map in Figure 3-4), they could
not be easily generalized by neighborhood regions. The wing neighborhoods had
particularly high access to Tier 1 as a whole (1.77 schools and 125 seats vs.
district-wide averages of 1.39 schools and 101 seats) as a whole, but this was
driven entirely by Charlestown (3.19 schools and 196 seats) and was not especially
true for East Boston or Allston-Brighton. That said, the elevated access in
downtown neighborhoods to Tier 1 and Tier 2 options was true across
neighborhoods (all neighborhoods with 6.06 schools and 345 seats or greater,
more than the average for all other neighborhood regions). See Appendix A, Tables
A-10, A-11, A-13, and A-14 for full results.
On the other end of the spectrum, several neighborhoods had highly limited
access to Tier 1 schools. The average of choice baskets in Jamaica Plain, Roslindale,
and Roxbury was less than one Tier 1 school. As can be seen in the map in Figure 34, this seems to be in part because the Tier 1 schools are located elsewhere in the
city and, based on a cross-reference with Figure 3-1, because the nearest Tier 1
schools with kindergartens (which was the basis for the implementation of HBAP
for 6th grade, as well) were in Roslindale and do not actually serve 6th grade, and
thus conferred no actual access. Because a choice basket cannot contain a fraction
of a school, this means that a sizable number of students—over a third in Roxbury
and over half in Jamaica Plain and Roslindale—had zero Tier 1 schools with 6th
grades in their choice baskets. This is critical because, while the average number of
seats (i.e., 40, 60, and 52, respectively) for these neighborhoods was still low, those
statistics do not fully represent the complete lack of access to Tier 1 schools for
many students living there.
Combining Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools partially reduced the disparities, but
not as much as they did for kindergarten students. Central and Charlestown had
the greatest access for Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools (7.04 schools and 434 seats and
6.50 schools and 448 seats, respectively), followed by Allston-Brighton (7.03
schools and 365 seats) and Jamaica Plain (and 6.62 schools and 365 seats,
respectively. East Boston, Hyde Park, Roslindale, North Dorchester, and Mattapan
had the least access to Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools combined, all with fewer than 5
schools and 310 seats on average. These disparities seem to reflect the lack of
quality schools with 6th grades in certain parts of the city, especially East Boston
and south-central Boston.
Competition for Seats. As with kindergarteners, there was a greater amount of
competition for seats in southern core neighborhoods (see Figure 3-5). Seat shares
for students in these neighborhoods were smaller than other parts of the city (1.48
total seat shares vs. 1.80 – 2.00 for all other regions). This disparity was even more
consequential for high quality schools, with students in these neighborhoods
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Figure 3-5. The number of 6th grade students living in each census tract in 2014-2015 (left
panel) and the consequences for competition for seats, as quantified by the average number
seat shares in 6th grade choice baskets (right panel).

having markedly fewer seat shares for Tier 1 and Tier 1 or 2 schools than the rest
of the city (0.22 seat shares in Tier 1 schools vs. 0.39-0.47 for other regions; 0.54
seat shares in Tier 1 or Tier 2 schools vs. 1.07-1.13 for other regions). Drilling
down to the neighborhood level, these disparities were true for all southern urban
core neighborhoods. In addition, Jamaica Plain also saw highest competition (i.e.,
lower access) for Tier 1 schools with 6th grade (0.11 seat shares in Tier 1 schools),
but its access to high quality schools as defined by Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools only
partially ameliorated this deficit (0.79 seat shares in Tier 1 or Tier 2 schools). See
Appendix A, Tables A-12 and A-15 for full results.
The wing neighborhoods were variable in their competition, depending on
the schools therein or nearby. Allston-Brighton residents had high competition for
Tier 1 seats (0.24 seat shares in Tier 1 schools), although they had significantly less
competition for high quality seats when Tier 1 or Tier 2 schools are combined
(1.53 seat shares in Tier 1 or Tier 2 schools). East Boston residents had highest
competition across the board (0.43 seat shares in Tier 1 schools; 0.85 seat shares
in Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools) whereas Charlestown residents had lowest
competition (1.02 seat shares in Tier 1 schools; 1.64 seat shares in Tier 1 and Tier
2 schools). Separately, Central had the lowest competition for seats (i.e., greatest
access) in the city, largely due to the number of high quality schools in that region
and the low number of students living there (1.14 seat shares in Tier 1 schools;
1.91 seat shares in Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools).
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Avg. # of Top-Tier Schools

3.3.2. Differences by Race, Poverty
and Program

Avg. # of Top-Tier Seat Shares

Avg. # of Top-Tier Seats

Differences in distribution of high
quality schools. Though the
geographic analysis did not find
especially large differences between
neighborhoods in the total size of
choice baskets, there were some
disparities across races (see Figure
3-5). Whereas Asian and White
students had the largest choice
baskets (15.46 schools and 886
seats and 14.58 schools and 865
seats), Black and Latino students
had markedly smaller ones (13.08
schools and 825 seats and 12.93
schools and 776 seats,
respectively). Much of this
manifested in lower access to high
quality schools. On average, Black
students had 1.18 Tier 1 schools
with 90 seats in their baskets, and
4.81 Tier 1 or Tier 2 schools with
319 seats in their baskets, and
Latino students had 1.28 Tier 1
schools with 99 seats in their
baskets, and 4.99 Tier 1 or Tier 2
schools with 312 seats in their
baskets. This was low relative to
White students, who had, on
average, 1.73 Tier 1 schools with
Figure 3-6. The average number of
122 seats in their baskets, and 6.02
schools, seats, and seatshares at Tier 1
Tier 1 or Tier 2 schools with 382
and Tier 2 schools in choice baskets
seats in their baskets; and to Asian
under HBAP for each race for 6th grade.
students, who had 2.06 Tier 1
schools with 134 seats in their
baskets, and 6.45 Tier 1 or Tier 2 schools with 381 seats in their baskets. See
Appendix A, Tables A-16 and A-17 for full results.
Competition for seats. Racial disparities in access to quality schools for 6th grade
were even starker when examining competition for seats (see Figure 3-6). Due to
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higher competition for seats, Black students had less than half the practical access
of Asian and White students (0.23 seat shares at Tier 1 schools and .60 seat shares
at Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools vs. 0.51 seat shares at Tier 1 schools and 1.19 seat
shares at Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools for White students and 0.59 seat shares at Tier
1 schools and 1.21 seat shares at Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools for Asian students).
Latino students had just barely more access than their Black peers (0.29 seat
shares at Tier 1 schools and 0.79 seat shares at Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools). A closer
look at the distribution reveals even more alarming trends—27% of Black students
had zero seat shares at Tier 1 schools. This was also true for 21% of Latino
students, 17% of White students, and 6% of Asian students. Additionally, the
bottom 25% of Black students had 0.24 seat shares or fewer at Tier 1 or Tier 2
schools, compared to 0.59 and 0.57 or fewer Tier 1 seat shares for the 25th
percentile of White and Asian students, respectively (25th percentile for Latino
students = 0.38). Looking at the high end of the range of access, the Black
population appears to be uniformly disadvantaged. The 75th percentile of choice
baskets among Black students contained only 0.26 seat shares at Tier 1 schools
and 0.77 seat shares at Tier 1 or Tier 2 schools, both of which are considerably
lower than average access for White and Asian students. Latino students also had
low ceilings, though slightly less extreme (75th percentile = 0.47 for Tier 1 schools;
75th percentile = 0.98 for Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools). See Appendix A, Table A-18 for
full results.

Summary
The analysis of choice baskets suggests that HBAP was unsuccessful in creating
equitable access to high quality schools. There were concerns in the BPS
community that HBAP’s use of number of schools as the metric for equality rather
than seats would accidentally create inequities. On occasion in this analysis, there
were moderate differences in interpretation depending on whether schools or
seats were used as the metric of access, but this was a modest issue, primarily
isolated to the unique sets of schools available to students living in wing
neighborhoods. There were two other weaknesses in HBAP’s original formulation,
however, that emerged:
1) Universal minimum access still leads to inequities based on the nearness of
high quality schools. This is especially apparent for Tier 1 schools, which
tend to be nearer to neighborhoods where White and Asian students live
than to where Black and Latino students live. The disparities are lessened
for the combination of Tier 1 or Tier 2 as the inclusion of more schools leads
to a more even distribution. This geographic inequality is mapped in
Figures 3-1 (for kindergarten) and 3-4 (for 6th grade). Going further, this
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reveals a major limitation to HBAP’s goals in that it is impossible for a
choice system to provide “quality schools close to home” if high quality
schools are clustered in some neighborhoods and absent in others.
2) There is differential competition for seats based on the number of students
who have each school in their choice basket. Black and Latino students not
only have fewer high quality seats in their baskets, they compete for them
with more of their peers. This is due to the combination of less access to
high quality schools and because Black and Latino students tend to live in
parts of the city with a greater density of BPS students, as shown in Figures
3-2 and 3-5.
Unfortunately, these two issues—fewer high quality schools and more students
competing for them—come together in the very neighborhoods where the most
vulnerable and historically disadvantaged populations live. This creates deep and
pernicious context for the emergence of inequities in assignment.
Of additional concern are the consequences of the particular
implementation of HBAP for 6th grade. The decision to base the 6th grade
algorithm on schools with kindergartens and to then fill in the appropriate
pathway schools clearly impacted some neighborhoods more than others.
Specifically, if a neighborhood’s nearest Tier 1 or Tier 2 schools did not offer 6th
grade, this equated to the loss of access promised by the policy. Indeed,
neighborhoods with great elementary schools (without 6th grade), were
particularly penalized by this implementation procedure. Although this evaluation
did not simulate what choice baskets would have been if implemented based
exclusively on schools offering 6th grade, it seems apparent that this decision
drives disparities in access to high quality schools and undermines the ability of
BPS to provide access as promised in the HBAP policy.
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Chapter 4: Do Students Have Access to High Quality Schools Closer to Home?
A primary goal of HBAP was to have students attend schools closer to home.
However, in guaranteeing universal minimum access to quality schools, the closest
high quality schools may or may not be near students’ home. To expand on the
evaluation of equitable access presented in Chapter 3, Chapter 4 more specifically
examines the subset of schools in choice baskets that were within a 1.5 mile radius
of the student’s home. As in Chapter 3, this evaluation focuses on counts of schools,
counts of seats, and competition for seats (i.e., “seat shares,” that accounts for the
number of other students that might be vying for the same seats). Full tables are
reported in Appendix A.

4.1.

Local Access among Kindergarteners

Because HBAP was designed to create choice baskets that increase access to
schools close to families’ homes, choice baskets under HBAP for students entering
kindergarten contained a higher proportion of schools (61% vs. 41%) and seats
(63% vs. 42%) that were within 1.5 miles of the student’s home. In other words,
despite a ~50% decrease in schools and seats, there was only a ~25% drop in
schools and seats within 1.5 miles of the student’s home. Thus, HBAP did
effectively concentrate choice baskets on areas nearby the home.

4.1.1. Differences across Neighborhoods
Differences in schools and seats. Because the majority of options in kindergarten
choice baskets were within 1.5 miles of the student’s home, differences across
neighborhoods in access to schools “close to home” largely resembled the results
presented in Chapter 3. The focus on areas nearby the home, however, further
exaggerated the impact of the geographic distribution of high quality schools,
previously captured in Figure 3-1. Southern urban core neighborhoods had the
lowest access to Tier 1 schools within a 1.5 mile radius (1.59 schools with 54 seats)
and downtown neighborhoods stood out as having the highest access (2.72 schools
with 116 seats), with semiurban and wing neighborhoods falling in between (2.00
schools with 77 seats and 2.02 schools with 91 seats). See Appendix A, Tables A-1
and A-2 for full results.
Zooming in to specific neighborhoods, Allston-Brighton had particularly low
local access to Tier 1 schools (0.75 schools with 9 seats), indicating that 25% of
students in the neighborhood had zero Tier 1 schools within 1.5 miles of their
home. Similar proportions of students from South Boston and Mattapan also had
no Tier 1 schools within 1.5 miles of their homes. On the other end of the spectrum,
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Charlestown and Central had the greatest access to Tier 1 schools (3.50 schools
with 212 seats and 3.05 schools with 178 seats). See Appendix A, Tables A-4 and A5 for full results.
When combining across Tier 1 and Tier 2, disparities in access within a 1.5
mile radius diminished (all four neighborhood regions ranged from 3.67-4.26
schools and 142-176 seats). South Boston and Mattapan, as well as Hyde Park, still
stood out as having the least access to high quality schools within 1.5 miles of
home (2.10 – 3.01 schools and 77 – 121 seats), and Jamaica Plain, Roslindale, and
Roxbury had the greatest access (>5 schools and >194 seats each).

Competition for seats. Neighborhoods in the southern urban core had the highest
competition and thus lowest practical access to high to quality schools within a 1.5
mile radius, reflecting elevated competition for seats (0.09 seat shares in Tier 1
schools vs. 0.40 seat shares in downtown neighborhoods and 0.36 in wing
neighborhoods; 0.37 seat shares in Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools vs. 0.50 seat shares in
downtown neighborhoods and 0.57 seat shares in wing neighborhoods).
Southwestern semiurban neighborhoods also lagged behind in their seat shares for
Tier 1 schools (0.24 seat shares), but less so for Tier and Tier 2 schools combined
(0.47 seat shares). See Appendix A, Table A-3 for full results.
Some neighborhoods had particularly low access to Tier 1 schools within
1.5 miles, with no such schools within their borders nor adjacent neighborhoods.
These included Allston-Brighton, Hyde Park, Jamaica Plain, Mattapan, North
Dorchester, Roxbury, and South Dorchester (all with 0.04 – 0.15 seat shares), very
few students in these neighborhoods had any Tier 1 schools within 1.5 miles of
their homes. The results were more promising when Tier 1 and Tier 2 were
combined, although Hyde Park and Mattapan remained below average (0.23 and
0.30 seat shares, respectively vs. districtwide average of 0.45). Charlestown and
Central has greater access to both Tier 1 and Tier 1 or Tier 2 schools (0.91 Tier 1
seat shares and 1.04 Tier or Tier 2 seat shares and 0.85 Tier 1 seat shares and 0.90
Tier or Tier 2 seat shares, respectively). See Appendix A, Table A-6 for full results.

4.1.2. Differences by Race, Poverty and Program
Disparities in access within 1.5 miles across races closely mirrored the results of
overall access and the findings from the geographic analysis of local access to
schools, as seen in Figure 4-1. Black students had the fewest Tier 1 schools and
seats within 1.5 miles of home in their baskets (1.73 schools and 63 seats), Latino
students had the second fewest (1.91 schools and 72 seats), and White and Asian
students had the greatest access (2.15 schools and 95 seats and 2.05 schools and
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Avg. # of Top-Tier
Seats w/in 1.5 miles
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82 seats, respectively). When Tier 1
and Tier 2 were combined, these
differences were diminished, though
not eliminated. Because Black
students are overrepresented in
neighborhoods with more students, as
previously illustrated in Figure 3-2,
they saw more competition for this
lower number of schools and seats,
giving them the lowest practical
access to Tier 1 schools and to
combined Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools
within 1.5 miles of their homes (0.13
seat shares and 0.35 seat shares,
respectively). Asian students had the
greatest access to schools within a 1.5
mile radius (0.37 seat shares and 0.65
seat shares, respectively), followed by
White students (0.31 seat shares and
0.50 seat shares, respectively), and
Latino students (0.22 seat shares and
0.47 seat shares, respectively).
Examining the range of access to high
quality schools within a 1.5 mile
radius, Black students suffered from
not only a low floor (25th percentile =
0.04 seat shares for Tier 1 and 0.18
seat shares for Tier 1 and Tier 2) but
also a very low ceiling in terms of
Figure 4-1. The average number of
access. The Black students with the
schools, seats, and seatshares at Tier 1
highest access had less access than the
and Tier 2 schools within 1.5 miles of
average individual in each of the other
home in choice baskets under HBAP for
three major races (75th percentile =
each race for kindergarten.
0.18 seat shares for Tier 1 and 0.44
seat shares for Tier 1 and Tier 2). See
Appendix A, Tables A-7 through A-9 for full results.
On the whole, while HBAP succeeded in reducing the geographic spread of
the schools in each family’s choice basket, this highlighted inequities across
neighborhood and race in the access to high quality schools close to home. These
outcomes derive less from HBAP itself, however, and more from the fact that some
neighborhoods do not have high quality neighborhood schools. Further, because of
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the residential racial segregation in Boston and the high concentration of schoolage children in neighborhood that have fewer high quality schools, this translates
into significant racial disparities in the realization of the implicit goal of Boston
school children attending neighborhood schools that are of high quality.

4.2.

Local Access for 6th Grade

Achieving equitable access to schools close to home for 6th grade is more
challenging because of the small number of middle schools in the city. In fact,
among choice baskets, the average proportion of schools within 1.5 miles of a
student’s home went slightly down under HBAP (41% to 37% for schools and 39%
to 35% for seats). There was notable variation in this access, as more than 25% of
students had zero Tier 1 schools within 1.5 miles of their home, though the issue
was less dramatic when considering Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools together (25th
percentile = 40 seats).

4.2.1. Differences across Neighborhoods
Neighborhoods in the southern urban core and the southwestern semiurban areas
had the lowest access to Tier 1 schools within 1.5 miles (0.42 schools with 34 seats
and 0.61 schools with 34 seats, respectively). Wing neighborhoods and downtown
neighborhoods had greater Tier 1 access within 1.5 miles (0.97 schools with 52
seats and 1.16 schools with 58 seats). Making this comparison even sharper, 66%
of residents of southern urban core neighborhoods and 55% of residents of
semiurban neighborhoods had zero Tier 1 schools within 1.5 miles in their choice
baskets, whereas the same was true for 37% of students in wing neighborhoods
and 32% of students in downtown neighborhoods. Combining Tier 1 and Tier 2
schools made little difference, with students living in downtown neighborhoods
still receiving about double the access of students living in other parts of the city
(3.00 schools with 212 seats vs. 1.77-2.00 schools and 80-120 seats for the other
neighborhood regions). Across all neighborhood regions, there were ~15% of
students with no top-tier seats within 1.5 miles in their choice basket, except for
downtown neighborhoods (9% of students with no such seats). Again, these
results reflected the geographic distribution of schools presented previously in
Figure 3-4. See Appendix A, Tables A-10 and A-11 for full results.
In terms of competition for seats, the greater density of students in the
southern urban core resulted in these neighborhoods having the lowest amount of
practical access (0.11 seat shares for Tier 1 schools and 0.22 seat shares for Tier 1
and Tier 2 schools). In contrast, the other three neighborhood regions have largely
even levels of seat competition (0.23-0.29 seat shares for Tier 1 schools and 0.54-
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0.67 seat shares for Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools). See Appendix A, Table A-12 for full
results.
Looking at individual neighborhoods, Jamaica Plain, North Dorchester, and
Roxbury (all with an average of 10 or fewer Tier 1 seats) had limited access to high
quality schools within a 1.5 mile radius. None, however, rivaled Mattapan. No
student living in Mattapan had a Tier 1 school within 1.5 miles of their home in their
choice basket. Jamaica Plain also had very little access to Tier 1 schools within 1.5
miles, with only 10% of students receiving any such schools in their basket. This
extreme disparity remained for Mattapan when Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools were
combined. The average Mattapan student had 26 high quality seats in his or her
choice basket, but 35% of students had zero high quality seats. Similarly, 31% of
students living in Hyde Park had no high quality seats within 1.5 miles in their
choice basket, either. Students living in Roxbury also had a limited number of Tier
1 and Tier 2 schools in their baskets (80 seats on average). Charlestown and
Central had the highest number of Tier 1 and of Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools in their
baskets (both with >135 Tier 1 seats and >250 Tier 1 and Tier 2 seats). This is
because of the geographic distribution of schools. See Appendix A, Tables A-13 and
A-14 for full results.
Seat shares by neighborhood largely replicated the previous analyses.
Mattapan had by definition zero seat shares for Tier 1 and only 0.08 (i.e., near
zero) for combined Tier 1 or Tier 2. Other predominantly minority neighborhoods
were universally low (e.g., Roxbury and North Dorchester each had <0.10 seat
shares at Tier 1 schools and <0.21 seat shares at Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools).
Additionally, Allston-Brighton, Jamaica Plain, and Fenway/Kenmore had
considerably below-average seat shares for Tier 1 schools (all <0.15 seat shares).
South Boston and South Dorchester also had below-average seat shares for Tier 1
and Tier 2 schools (0.34 and 0.32 seat shares, respectively). In addition to Central
and Charlestown, West Roxbury, Back Bay/Beacon Hill, and Allston-Brighton had
the highest practical access to high quality schools (>0.70 seat shares for Tier 1
and Tier 2 schools). See Appendix A, Table A-15 for full results.

4.2.2. Differences by Race, Poverty and Program
As a consequence of the geographic variations, Black and Latino students had
lower access to Tier 1 schools within 1.5 miles of their homes and to combined
Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools within 1.5 miles of their homes (both with fewer than
0.60 schools and 31 seats on average for Tier 1 schools within a 1.5 radius of home
and fewer than 1.90 schools and 100 seats on average for Tier 1 and Tier 2
schools) when compared to White and Asian students (both with greater than 1.11

Avg. # of Top-Tier
Schools w/in 1.5 miles
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and 65 seats on average for Tier 1
schools and greater than 2.40
schools and 144 seats on average for
Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools). These
differences are illustrated in Figure
4-2; also see Appendix A, Tables A-16
and A-17 for full results.
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Avg. # of Top-Tier
Seats w/in 1.5 miles

These racial disparities are
exacerbated by differences in
competition between regions of the
city with more students, creating
even more disparities in terms of
seat shares. Black and Latino
students had 0.11 and 0.14 seat
shares at Tier 1 schools, respectively,
and 0.25 and 0.40 seat shares at Tier
1 and Tier 2 schools; Asian and
White students had 0.36 and 0.37
seat shares at Tier 1 schools,
respectively, and 0.64 and 0.68 seat
shares at Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools.
This was driven by the fact that 65%
of Black students and 56% of Latino
students had no Tier 1 schools
within 1.5 miles of home in their
choice baskets, and 22% of Black
students and 13% of Latino students
Figure 4-2. The average number of
had no Tier 1 or Tier 2 schools
schools, seats, and seat shares at Tier 1
within 1.5 miles of home in their
and Tier 2 schools within 1.5 miles of
choice baskets. The same values
home in choice baskets under HBAP for
were under 35% (Tier 1) and 8%
each race for 6th grade.
(Tier 1 and Tier 2) for White and
Asian students. See Appendix A, Table A-18 for full results.
In summary, HBAP did not reach its goal of increasing access to good
schools, close to home for 6th graders. Indeed, the number of high quality schools in
a 1.5 mile radius declined. The neighborhood and racial disparities in access to
high quality schools close to home (1.5 mile radius) were even more marked than
in kindergarten. There are many neighborhoods and racial groups that have nearly
zero access to high quality schools with 6th grades in proximity of their homes.
Communities as disparate as Mattapan and Jamaica Plain were similar in their near
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lack of access to high quality 6th grade schools within and near to their
communities. This low level of access is due in part to the small number of schools
with 6th grade and their uneven geographic distribution. That said, it is difficult to
know if this is entirely due to HBAP or is exacerbated by its incomplete
implementation.

4.3.

Summary

In order to more closely examine the question of access to “good schools, close to
home,” this chapter examined exclusively the schools that students received in
their choice baskets that fell within 1.5 miles of their homes. Overall, the results for
kindergarteners were nearly identical to those presented in Chapter 3 for the
entire contents of choice baskets. This was because the majority of options in
choice baskets were within 1.5 miles of home. In short, neighborhoods with more
Black and Latino students tended to have somewhat fewer high quality schools and
seats in their baskets within 1.5 miles of their homes, and had to compete with
more of their peers for these seats.
For 6th grade, the results were similar, at least in terms of which
neighborhoods and racial groups had the greatest and lowest access. The raw
numbers, however, were more striking. Because of the lower number of middle
schools in the city, equitable access to high quality close to home was very difficult
to realize (at least, using our threshold of 1.5 miles). Quite a few neighborhoods
had very few (if any) high quality schools close by, especially Mattapan, and this
translated into poor access for Black and Latino students. This low access was,
again, exacerbated by greater competition for seats in these neighborhoods as well
as the unexpected implementation of HBAP for 6th grade students (see Chapter 3).
Based on these analyses, “good schools close to home” does not mean
schools will be equally close. Further, in practice, the nearest, high quality school
may not be “close to home” at all.
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Chapter 5: Are Students Equitably Assigned to High Quality Schools Close to
Home?
Equitable access to high quality schools through choice baskets is only one side of a
school choice and assignment system. Whether students are equitably assigned to
high quality schools is another. That is, choice baskets describe what access each
family has, but they do not entirely determine equity in assignment. Families have
to submit their choices, those choices go through the lottery, and then assignments
made. It is at this point that the true nature of HBAP’s effectiveness is visible: to
what extent are students assigned to, and thus attending, higher quality schools
closer to home? Enrollment data sets were used to examine this question in three
parts. First, to what extent are students attending schools closer to home? This is
based on analyses of Euclidean distance (“as the crow flies”) and estimated time
traveled to schools (using Google Maps, see Section 2.3 and Appendix B for more
on methodology). Second, the quality of the schools students attended was
analyzed. Third, combining these two questions, this chapter assesses the extent to
which students were attending “quality schools, close to home.” Using the full set of
demographic and programmatic information associated with enrollment data sets
(which were absent for choice baskets), these outcomes were compared across
neighborhoods, race, poverty status, English Language Learner (ELL) status, and
Special Education (SPED) status. Full methodology and results are available in
Appendix B.

5.1.

Distance to School

On the whole, students attended schools closer to home that required shorter
commutes under HBAP compared to under 3Z. This difference was more apparent
for kindergarten students than 6th graders, likely because there are more
elementary schools. Kindergartners attended school an average of 1/4th of a mile
closer to home (from 1.4 miles to 1.15 miles), with a one-way commute about 1.5
min. shorter (from 10.3 min. to 9 min.). The effects for 6th graders were more
modest, however, with students only attending schools ~100m closer to home
(from 1.8 to 1.7 miles) with ~20 sec. reduction in commute (from just above to just
below 12.5 min.). The shorter commutes appear to be driven largely by a reduction
in the longest commutes. Across the range of distances, those who traveled the
furthest (i.e., top 75th percentile) saw the biggest gains: commutes for
Kindergarteners, in the top quartile for distance decreased by nearly a half-mile
(from 1.95 miles to 1.45 miles) and over 2.5 min. one-way (from 13.9 min. to 11.1
min.); for 6th graders, distances declined by 1/4th of a mile (from 2.55 miles to 2.3
miles) and ~45 sec. (from 18 min. to 17.25 min.) for the top quartile for distance.
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Changes in median travel time were less notable. See Appendix B, Tables B-1 and
B-2 for full results.

5.1.1. Differences among Kindergarteners
Differences across Neighborhoods. For kindergarteners, some neighborhoods saw a
greater decrease in travel times to school than others. Wing neighborhoods saw
the greatest reductions in both travel distance and time (22% and 15%,
respectively), giving them the shortest commutes on average (~1 mile and 8 min.).
These likely reflected students from these neighborhoods becoming more likely to
attend schools within them rather than traveling elsewhere. Travel reductions
were rather even across other neighborhood regions (17-18% for distance and 1115% for time). There were sizable differences in distance traveled in the end, with
southern urban core and southwestern semiurban neighborhoods traveling 1.251.5 miles and downtown neighborhoods traveling about a mile. However, because
of different traffic patterns in these different parts of the city, students in all three
neighborhood regions averaged about 9 min. of travel one way. Whereas all three
neighborhoods had a considerable number of students commuting some of the
longest distances (75th percentile for all ≈ 14 min.), the longest commutes under
HBAP were concentrated among students living in downtown neighborhoods
(median = 12 min. vs. 10-11 min. for the other neighborhood regions). One strange
outlier neighborhood in all of this was South Boston, which saw a 2% increase in
travel distances and a 4% increase in travel times; that said, their travel times
remained on the low side (under 9 min. one way). See Appendix B, Tables B-3 and
B-4 for full results.
Differences by Race, Poverty and Program. In general, kindergarteners across races,
socioeconomic classes, neighborhoods, and programmatic assignments saw
shortened travel times under HBAP, with benefits most notable for the longest
travel times. However, there were differences in those benefits across racial and
socioeconomic groups, which mirrored the neighborhood differences. Black
students traveled a half-mile further than Asian and White students (1.25 miles
and 9.5 min. vs. just over 1 mile and 8.5 min.) with Latino students falling in the
middle. Students in poverty similarly traveled about 1/4th of a mile and 1 min.
further than their more affluent classmates. Special Education students tended to
travel further to school (1.83 miles and 12.5 min. vs. 1.09 miles and 8.8 min. for
general education students), though this makes sense given that only certain
schools provide the appropriate services. ELL students traveled distances and
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times similar to general education students (1.11 miles and 8.7 min. on average
under HBAP).6 See Appendix B, Tables B-6 through B-9 for full results.

5.1.2. Differences among 6th Graders
Differences across Neighborhoods. The changes in travel distance by neighborhood
for 6th graders were inconsistent, and in some cases contradictory. For nearly all
neighborhoods, the percentage change was limited, though Central Boston saw the
greatest reductions (23%), followed by South Boston (18%). The latter finding was
odd being that South Boston kindergarteners saw the only increase in commutes.
No other neighborhood saw a reduction of more than 10%. The effects on travel
times were even less noteworthy, with no neighborhood dropping more than 12%
and most less than 7%.7 See Appendix B, Tables B-3 and B-5 for full results.
Differences by Race, Poverty, and Program. For 6th graders, only Asian students saw
any real reduction in travel distance to school (16%; no other racial group saw
more than a 7% drop). Across race, Black students traveled further to school than
their classmates (1.9 miles and 13.6 min. vs. the average of 1.7 miles and 12.4
min.), Asian and White students had the shortest commutes (both ~1.3 miles and
~10.5 min. on average), and Latino students fell at the midpoint between these
extremes. The disparities in distance across poverty status were less prominent,
but the two groups still differed in travel time by ~1 min. The disparities between
special education students and general education students were stark for 6th
graders (2.6 miles and 17 min. vs. 1.7 miles and 11.7 min.). See Appendix B, Tables
B-6 through B-9 for full results.
Taken together, families saw modest gains in travel times and distances
between 3Z and HBAP. There was more consistency in improvements for
kindergarten, compared to 6th grade. These small general improvements were
largest due to reducing the longest commutes, rather than a general improvement
across the board. For 6th grade, there were disparities in travel distance with

ANOVAs were used to test the overall level of inequity for race, socioeconomic status,
neighborhoods, and programmatic assignments both before and after the implementation of HBAP,
and then compared them to establish whether equity increased or decreased. Though the large
sample sizes made any analysis significant, the level of inequity was largely negligible for
demographic and programmatic characteristics (measured as the proportion of variance associated
with group differences; R2 =.001 - .01), though unsurprisingly neighborhoods did have more
differences in travel distance (R2 = .04), though not time. Likewise, equity did shift both up and
down depending on the categorization scheme, but these values too provided little meaningful
insight.
7 Students in the Back Bay/Beacon Hill neighborhood saw a 25% increase in travel times, but this is
probably a result of a very small number of cases, making statistical interpretation highly unreliable
(13 under 3Z and 22 under HBAP).
6
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Blacks traveling farther than other racial groups and special education students
traveling the farthest.

5.2.

Assignment and Quality

BPS defines school quality by dividing schools into four Tiers based on current and
historical MCAS scores and trajectories. This system was adopted in 2014-2015,
concurrent with the introduction of HBAP. Here equity in the assignment of
students to quality schools was analyzed in two stages. First, assignments under
HBAP were examined. This was followed by an examination of differences in
assignments between HBAP and 3Z, in an effort to establish what impact, if any,
HBAP had.
As described in Section 2.4, BPS used a different ranking metric provided by
DESE under 3Z; thus, comparing across time and across rating systems turned out
to provide uninterpretable results. For this reason, the comparison between the
two policies applied BPS tier rankings (2014-2015) to schools in the last year of 3Z
(2013-2014), assuming that schools largely maintained the same actual quality
between those two consecutive school years. Seats were mostly evenly distributed
across Tiers for each of these school years.8

5.2.1. Assignments under HBAP
Differences among kindergarteners. Under HBAP, there are considerable disparities
in assignments to schools in the different Tiers based on neighborhoods, as shown
in Figure 5-1 (also see Appendix B, Figure B-1). These differences largely reflected
the distribution of quality schools and competition for those schools observed in
Chapters 3 and 4. Whereas 44% of students living in downtown neighborhoods
attended Tier 1 schools and 54% attended Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools, only 10% of
students living in the southern urban core attended Tier 1 schools and 34%
attended Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools. Wing and semiurban neighborhoods did not
have the same advantages as downtown neighborhoods in assignment to Tier 1
schools (32% and 29%, respectively), but they actually had more students
attending Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools (58% and 62%, respectively). In contrast,
students living in the southern urban core were far more likely to attend Tier 4

Under HBAP, 23% of kindergarteners attended a Tier 1 school, 24% attended a Tier 2 school
(47% total in top-tier schools), 16% attended a Tier 3 school, and 27% attended a Tier 4 school
(others attended ELC and unranked schools). These same proportions were 22%, 25%, 16%, and
25% for 3Z. For 6th graders under HBAP, 22% attended Tier 1 schools, 29% Tier 2, 30% Tier 3, and
13% Tier 4; the same numbers were 20%, 32%, 35%, and 7% for 3Z.
8
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schools (34% of students vs. 3% in wing neighborhoods, 22% in downtown
neighborhoods, and 27% in southwestern semiurban neighborhoods).
Just as the results across neighborhood regions aligned with the patterns of
access described in Chapters 3 and 4, the results for specific neighborhoods did as
well (see Appendix B, Table B-24 for full results). That said, some of the findings
were striking. More than 80% of students residing in Back Bay/Beacon Hill, Central,
and Charlestown attended Tier 1 schools. Put another way, these three
neighborhoods accounted for 22% of the city’s Tier 1 assignments while only
containing 6% of its students. West Roxbury and Roslindale also had favorable
assignments, with 80% and 69% of their students attending Tier 1 or Tier 2
schools. On the other end of the spectrum, Mattapan only sent 26% of its students
to Tier 1 or Tier 2 schools (5% to Tier 1) and South Boston only sent 20% of its
students to Tier 1 or Tier 2 schools (13% to Tier 1).
These geographic disparities were then reflected in the racial and
socioeconomic distribution of quality assignments. As illustrated in Figure 5-2
(also see Appendix B, Figure B-2 for more detail), White and Asian students were
far more likely to attend Tier 1 schools (44% and 43%, respectively) than Black
and Latino students (12% and 18%, respectively). The same was true for Tier 1

Figure 5-1. The distribution of kindergarten students to schools of each Tier
level by neighborhood region.
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Figure 5-2. The distribution of kindergarten students to schools of each Tier
level by neighborhood region.
and Tier 2 schools (White = 69%; Asian = 72%; Black = 34%; Latino = 45%). Thus,
although noted in Chapter 3 and, to a lesser extent, in Chapter 4 that combining
Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools mitigated some of the apparent disparities in access to
quality schools, there are still inequities in the schools that students end up
attending. This might be accounted for by the elevated competition for seats that
Black and Latino students face. Meanwhile, 37% of Black students and 24% of
Latino students attended Tier 4 schools and only 10% of White and Asian students
did. Paralleling these results, 41% of students in poverty attended Tier 1 schools
compared to 57% of those not in poverty. This is unsurprising given the
correlation between minority race and poverty, but the nature of this result is less
extreme than that for race. This reflects the fact that the inequities here are first
and foremost geographic, and that racial segregation is moderately more
prominent than socioeconomic segregation in Boston. See Appendix B, Figure B-3
for additional detail.
The differences between programs in assignment were negligible. ELL
students were about equally likely to attend high quality schools (21% at Tier 1
schools vs. 22% for General Education students) and less likely to attend Tier 4
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Figure 5-3. The distribution of 6th grade students to schools of each Tier level
by neighborhood region.
schools (20% vs. 28%). Special Education students were also well-represented at
high quality schools (25% at Tier 1) and underrepresented at Tier 4 schools
(10%). See Appendix B, Figures B-4 through B-5 for full results.
Overall, there are vast inequities across geographic region and racial
background in the assignment of kindergarteners to high quality schools. Black
students in particular, especially those living in the southern urban core, are
significantly more likely to be disadvantaged by the HBAP. They are extremely
unlikely to attend high quality schools relative to students from other
neighborhoods.
Differences among 6th graders. The disparities in assignment to high quality
schools were similar to those seen for kindergarteners, but even more
straightforward and striking (see Figure 5-3; also see Appendix B, Figure B-6).
Simply put, students living in the southern urban core were far less likely than any
of the other neighborhood regions to attend Tier 1 schools (16% vs. 25%-33% for
the other regions) or Tier 1 or Tier 2 schools (36% vs. 66%-68% for the other
regions), and far more likely to attend Tier 4 schools (21% vs. 1%-5% for the other
regions). These results were largely consistent for specific neighborhoods. Again,
assignment to Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools was greatest in Back Bay/Beacon Hill
(91%), Central (94%), Charleston (86%), and West Roxbury (88%), and
universally lowest across the southern urban core. Assignments to Tier 4 schools
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Figure 5-4. The distribution of 6th grade students to schools of each Tier level
by race.
were greatest in Jamaica Plain (20% of students), Mattapan (27%), and Roxbury
(26%). See Appendix B, Table B-25 for full results.
These geographic disparities translated into racial inequities in the same
way they did for kindergarteners. As shown in Figure 5-4 (also see Appendix B,
Figure B-7 for more detail), White and Asian students were overrepresented at
Tier 1 schools (38% and 45%, respectively) and at Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools (71%
and 74%, respectively) relative to Black and Latino students (13% and 19% at Tier
1 schools, respectively, and 36% and 50% at Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools,
respectively). Again, Black students were disproportionately assigned to Tier 4
schools (22% vs. 4% for White students, 5% for Asian students, and 12% for
Latino students). This also meant that students living in poverty were less likely to
attend Tier 1 schools (19% vs. 34%) and Tier 1 or Tier 2 schools (49% vs. 64%),
though not especially more likely to attend Tier 4 schools (6% vs. 5%; see
Appendix B, Figure B-8 for more detail).
Distinct from kindergarteners, there were differences in assignments to
quality schools by program. For ELL, 13% attended Tier 1 schools (vs. 21% of nonELL students) and 47% attended Tier 1 or Tier 2 schools (vs. 51% of non-ELL
students). General Education students were also more likely to attend Tier 1 and,
to a lesser extent, Tier 1 or Tier 2 schools (22% and 52%, respectively) than SPED
students (14% and 68% for AWC students; 9% and 43% for SPED ELL; and 18%
and 41% for SPED). See Appendix B, Figures B-9 through B-10 for full results.
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Figure 5-5. Proportion of kindergarten students of each major racial group attending
schools of each Tier level across school years.
5.2.2. Changes in Assignment under HBAP
The disparities in school quality across groups are not a consequence of HBAP, but
of a legacy of the uneven distribution of quality schools across Boston’s
neighborhoods. Across all comparisons described for kindergarteners and 6th
graders in Section 5.2.1—neighborhood regions, individual neighborhoods, race,
poverty status, and program status—there were no shifts in assignment to any
given Tier that was greater than 5 percentage points. There are some changes in
the distribution of racial groups across Tiers under HBAP for 6th grade, with the
proportion of Black and Hispanic students in Tier 4 schools bumping up from 13%
to 22% and 5% to 12%, respectively. This may be due to the geographic
constriction of choice baskets, the increased competition for high quality seats, and
potentially fewer options to access schools outside the district when assigned a
lower tier school. If students are not assigned their top tier, high quality schools,
they must be assigned to another school in their choice basket. For Black families,
these schools are likely to be Tier 4. There is a particularly notable jump in the
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Figure 5-6. Proportion of 6th grade students of each major racial group attending
schools of each Tier level across school years.
number of Asian students attending Tier 1 schools between 2015-2016 and 20162017, but this appears to be because Quincy Upper School, whose student body is
greater than 45% Asian across years, was re-designated from Tier 2 to Tier 1 that
year.
The lack of change in distribution across quality schools reflects strong
stability in the schools that particular neighborhoods and demographic groups
attended between 3Z and HBAP. It also echoes the lesson from Chapters 3 and 4
that HBAP neither created geographic and demographic inequities in BPS, nor did
it counteract them. One might ask how it is possible for students to be attending
schools closer to home and not sizably alter the distribution of quality. This could
arise because most of the reduction in travel distance and times occurred in the
upper 25% of the distribution, rather than across the board. Only a subset of that
25% were then redistributed to more local schools, and only a third of those would
be likely to attend a school of a different Tier. This equates to no more than a 7-8%
change in any direction.
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5.3.

Are Students Attending “Good Schools Close to Home”?

It is one thing to attend school closer to home under HBAP, or to attend higher
quality schools (of which there is no evidence for any group under HBAP), but
neither guarantees that students, on average, are attending better schools closer to
home, the central premise of HBAP. To examine this question, comparisons were
made across of school years 2013-2014 and 2014-2015 using the BPS Tier
rankings from 2014-2015. This narrow timespan ensures that findings can be
attributed to changes in travel distances arising from different assignments, not to
the redistribution of schools to different Tier levels.

5.3.1. Are Kindergartners Attending “Good Schools Close to Home”?
Kindergarteners traveled shorter distances and times to schools of all tiers under
HBAP (reduction in distance of 10%-20% across Tiers and in time of 7%-16%).
These benefits of HBAP varied across neighborhoods and populations in ways that
recalled the unbalanced distribution of high quality schools across Boston. See
Appendix B, Tables B-1 and B-2 for full results.

Differences across Neighborhoods. Neighborhoods in downtown and the southern
urban core saw the greatest reduction in travel distance and times to Tier 1
schools and wing neighborhoods saw the greatest reduction in travel distance and
times to Tier 2 schools. These differential effects of the policy change had limited
tangible impact on the differences in travel time across the city. To wit, semiurban
and southern core neighborhoods respectively had the shortest and longest travel
distances and times for Tier 1 schools under both 3Z and HBAP (see Appendix B,
Tables B-10 and B-11 for full results).
The geographic distribution of commutes to school across Tiers again
highlighted that certain neighborhoods are well-served by high quality schools and
others are not. The average Tier 1 attendee living in Allston-Brighton, Jamaica
Plain, Mattapan, North Dorchester, Roxbury, and South Boston traveled 2 miles or
more (for Mattapan and South Boston it was >2.5 miles on average), compared to a
district-wide average of 1 mile. Travel times for these students were also elevated
under HBAP (although there was a 1 minute improvement compared 3Z).
Particularly for Mattapan, students attending Tier 1 schools traveled an average of
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Figure 5-7. Distance traveled to school depending on the Tier level of the school
for each race, for kindergartners under HBAP.
15.5 min. each way under HBAP. As seen in Chapters 3 and 4, these are the
neighborhoods that have the least geographic proximity to Tier 1 schools.
Consistent with these findings, students from the more geographically isolated
neighborhoods—Allston-Brighton, Charlestown, East Boston, and South Boston—
had higher travel distances and even more exaggerated travel times when
attending Tiers not present within the neighborhood. See Appendix B, Tables B-12
and B-14 for full results.

Differences by Race, Poverty and Program. Given the geographic disparities in
distance traveled to schools of different quality, it is unsurprising to observe
similar disparities across races (see Figure 5-7). White, Asian, and Latino students
had shorter commutes to Tier 1 schools under both 3Z and HBAP (just less than 1
mile and 8 min. for White students and 1.2 miles and 9 min. for both Latino and
Asian students) than Black students (1.33 miles and 9.5 min.). Black students had
the shortest commutes to Tier 4 schools (1 mile and 8 min. vs. 1.4 miles and 10.25
min. for White students at the other end of the spectrum). It important to note that
racial groups that are farthest away from schools with a particular Tier designation
are less likely to attend a school in that Tier. Thus, two elements of inequity are
captured here: Black students are less likely to attend high quality schools (see
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Section 5.2.2), and when they do attend them they have longer commutes. See
Appendix B, Tables B-16 through B-19 for full results.
SPED students had marked declines in travel distance and time under HBAP,
particularly for Tier 2 and Tier 3 schools (14% for distance and 16% for time for
Tier 2 and 12% and 14% for Tier 3), but the reductions were less notable for Tier 1
schools (4% for distance and 2% for time). They still traveled further to school
than General Education or ELL students at all Tier levels (by .5-1.25 miles and 25.5 min., depending on the Tier). On the other hand, the greatest decline in travel
times for ELL students was when attending Tier 1 schools (21% in distance and
18% in time vs. 16% and 12% for ELL students in general). This resulted in ELL
students having similar travel distances and times to General Education students
across the board (less than a ¼-mile difference and 1 min. difference across Tiers).
See Appendix B, Tables B-20 through B-23 for full results.

5.3.2. Are 6th Graders Attending “Good Schools Close to Home”?
The results for 6th grade differed from those for kindergarten in that travel times
were not as heavily reduced, as seen above. In fact, travel to schools in Tiers 1-3 all
decreased (4%-8%), but travel to schools in Tier 4 increased by 28%. Despite this
seeming lack of change, disparities across neighborhoods, demographic groups
and programs remain and are described in turn. See Appendix B, Tables B-1 and B2 for full results.

Differences across Neighborhoods. 6th grade students from downtown and
semiurban neighborhoods saw a drop in their travel distance and time to Tier 1
schools (14% and 33% for travel distance, respectively, and 15% and 33% for
travel time). In fact, semiurban neighborhoods went from having the longest
average commute to Tier 1 schools at ~13 min. to the shortest at ~9 min. Those
living in the southern core and wing neighborhoods, however, saw a modest
increase in travel distance and time (6% each for travel distance and 0.5% and 8%
for travel time, respectively). Wing neighborhoods had the longest commutes to
Tier 1 schools under HBAP at 14 min. For Tier 2 schools, downtown
neighborhoods again saw a decline in travel distance and time (10% and 11%),
though the decline for wing neighborhoods was dramatic (52% and 43%), going
from an average one-way commute of ~18 min. to ~10 min. There was a modest
increase in travel distance and time for the southern core and the southwestern
semiurban neighborhoods (11% and 8% for distance, respectively, and 15% and
10% for time). The upshot was that those living in downtown and wing
neighborhoods averaged 10-11 min. for commutes to Tier 2 schools, those living in
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southwestern semiurban neighborhoods traveled ~13.5 min. to Tier 2 schools, and
students from southern core neighborhoods traveled just over 17 min. to Tier 2
schools. See Appendix B, Tables B-10 and B-11 for full results.
The differences between neighborhood regions largely generalized to the
specific neighborhoods, though there were some exceptions and notable cases. The
modest increases in travel to Tier 1 schools in southern core neighborhoods were
predominantly driven by Roxbury, which saw a 17% increase in distance and a
14% increase in time to attend Tier 1 schools. The increases in distance traveled to
Tier 2 schools was more consistently distributed across the southern core. See
Appendix B, Tables B-13 and B-15 for full results.

Differences by Race, Poverty and Program. The differences in travel distance and
time by neighborhood again manifested in disparities across racial groups. Black
students still traveled the furthest distance on average to attend a Tier 1 school,
with an average distance of nearly 2 miles, and Asian and White students traveled
the shortest distances, with an average distance of just under 1.2 miles. In terms of
time, Black students had an average commute of 12.5 min. and Asian and White
students averaged 8-9 min. Interestingly, Latino students had a shorter distance of
commute than Black students (avg. = 1.75 miles), but a longer time of commute
(avg. = 13.5 min.). Distinctive from kindergarten, Asian students traveled the
shortest distances and times to Tier 4 schools (~1.2 miles and ~8.5 min.), though
they were still underrepresented there. Black students were still a close second,
traveling on average 1.33 miles and 9.5 min. to attend Tier 4 schools. Latino and
White students traveled somewhat longer distances and times to attend such
schools. As would be expected from these results across race, students in poverty
had longer commutes to Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools, though these disparities were
less extreme than for race (both ~1/3rd of a mile and 3 min. for Tier 1 and 1.5 min.
for Tier 2). See Appendix B, Tables B-16 through B-19.
Similar to kindergarten, SPED students in Grade 6 traveled a further
distance to schools of all Tiers (difference of .5-1.5 miles and 3-6.5 min., across
Tiers). Like General Education students, they saw limited reductions in travel
distances and times and even an increase in travel distances and times to attend
Tier 4 schools (14% for distance and 16% for time). ELL students in 6th grade had a
distinctive split in their travel times. They traveled almost exactly the same
distance and time to Tier 2 and 3 schools as General Education schools, but
considerably further and longer to Tier 1 (difference of 1/4th mile and 3 minutes)
and Tier 4 schools (difference of 1/2-mile and 3 minutes). See Appendix B, Tables
B-20 through B-23 for full results.
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Summary
HBAP has been successful in assigning kindergarten students to schools closer to
home, with the greatest impact coming from lowering the longest travel times and
distances. These benefits were equitably distributed across groups and
neighborhoods. The impact for 6th graders was less marked, probably in part
because of the lower number of schools serving 6th grade and the fact that schools
with 6th grades did not populate the choice baskets on an algorithm that yielded
the closest high quality schools with 6th grade. Therefore, there was greater
difficulty in reducing travel times. That said, they were still present for some.
The goal of “quality schools, close to home,” however, was more elusive.
Simply put, quality schools are unevenly distributed across Boston, and some
neighborhoods have few, if any, high quality schools nearby. In some cases, these
neighborhoods that do not have high quality schools are the ones with a greater
density of students—raising the level of competition for scarce seats. Students in
these neighborhoods were thus less likely to attend high quality schools as
students in all neighborhoods attended schools closer to home. It is important to
note that, while HBAP is clearly responsible for lowering travel distances and
times, it did not cause students from these neighborhoods to attend schools of
lower quality as they were already underrepresented in them. Instead, it removed
the furthest options in the 3Z choice baskets, reducing the likelihood of
assignments that would require long-distance commutes.
The main demographic consequence of these geographic disparities was
racial disparities. Asian and White students were overrepresented in Tier 1 schools
and Black students were overrepresented in Tier 4 schools. As seen in Chapter 4,
many Black students live in the neighborhoods that do not have quality schools
near enough to their homes for HBAP to make them practically available, especially
for 6th graders. Thus, the problem lays in the geographic distribution of quality
schools and of students across Boston, and the ability of HBAP as designed to deal
with these imbalances.
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Chapter 6: Equity in the Lottery Process: Additional Considerations
As described in Chapter 2, there are five stages to the HBAP system: (1) Choice
baskets; (2) Shopping period; (3) Submission of choices; (4) Assignment; and (5)
Enrollment. This evaluation has focused specifically on Stages 1 and 4, evaluating
the former through the contents of choice baskets and the latter through the final
enrollments of students. Such analyses are unable to take fully into consideration
the numerous processes that occur in between access and assignment, however,
and the different pathways by which people arrive there. A full assessment of how
families engage in the shopping period and determine their preferred schools is
beyond the scope of this evaluation, but this chapter addresses three nuances of
HBAP that are likely to interact with family decisions to in turn have consequences
for equity. These are: the effect of entering at different rounds of assignment; the
likelihood with which families receive their top choices; administrative assignment
of students who did not receive a submitted choice; and the entry of students into
BPS at either pre-kindergarten or kindergarten. Importantly, rounds not only the
stated focus of the first of these four topics, but also play a major role in the second
and third, making them a recurring theme of this chapter. For all analyses in this
chapter, see Appendix C for methodology.

6.1.

Entry at Different Rounds

The BPS assignment lottery occurs across multiple rounds. The first round is timed
so that parents have assignments in hand before deposits are due for private and
parochial schools in the spring, so that parents can make informed decisions about
where to send their children the following fall. The majority of students enter the
lottery during this first round (81% under both 3Z and HBAP for kindergarteners,
and 88-89% for 6th graders). This was not consistent across racial groups for
kindergarteners. Only 64% and 70% of Black and Latino kindergarteners,
respectively, entered during the first round under HBAP, whereas 82% and 85% of
Asian and White students did so, respectively. These disparities were less
pronounced for 6th graders, with 86% and 89% of Black and Latino students
entering in the first round, respectively, and 93% and 92% of Asian and White
students doing the same, respectively. This is likely because most 6th graders are
already in the system and thus are aware of the need to enter the lottery for the
following year, whereas more kindergarten parents are going to be unfamiliar with
the process.
As might be expected, kindergarten students entering at later rounds are
less likely to be assigned to Tier 1 and Tier 2 schools and increasingly likely to be
assigned to Tier 4 schools. This is illustrated in Figure 6-1. This is because many of
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Figure 6-1. Proportion of kindergarten students entering in each round of the
lottery being assigned to schools in each Tier. (Note: Round 4 is no longer used
for kindergarten.)
the most desirable seats are taken in the first round. In round 1, 26% of students
are assigned to Tier 1 schools and 53% of students are assigned to Tier 1 or Tier 2
schools. These proportions drop to 14% and 35% by round 2, but stay stable for
the remainder of the rounds. On the other hand, assignment to Tier 4 schools
increases steadily from 20% in round 1 to 34% in round 2 to 38% in rounds 3 and
4.
Similar to kindergarten, 53% of 6th graders entering in the first round were
assigned to a Tier 1 or Tier 2 school. This proportion dropped more gradually, to
42% in round 2 and 32% in round 3. Tier 4 assignments also followed a more
graduated pattern, starting at 14% in round 1, dropping to 10% in round 2, and
then increasing to 22% in round 3. It should be noted, though, that very few
students enter at round 3 or after (fewer than 1% of any race). This all suggests
that entry at different points in the process has demonstrable consequences for
equity among kindergartners, but is not as great a concern for 6th graders. This
could be because most 6th graders are already in the system and are aware of the
need to enter the lottery for the next year, whereas many families entering
kindergarten may be unfamiliar with the process and its timing.
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6.2.

Receiving one’s First Choice

One assumption often made with school choice systems is that all families will
desire the Tier 1 school nearest their home. This is not necessarily the case as they
may prefer another school because it is closer to home, because friends and
relatives already go there, because of facilities or programs it offers, or because of
some other feature that matters to them. With this in mind, another way to
evaluate the equitability of a school choice and assignment system is to look at
what proportion of families receive their top choice, and how this proportion
varies across groups.
The proportion of students receiving their first choice in the lottery
increased modestly from 3Z to HBAP for kindergarteners, from 72% to 74%.
Though this effect was rather small, it was consistent across races (increases of
0.5% for White students, 2% for Black students, 3% for Latino students, and 5%
for Asian students). For 6th graders, the increase was a bit more marked, going
from 70% to 78%. Likewise, the gains across races were more varied, with White
students gaining by 2%, Asian students by 5%, Latino students by 6%, and Black
students by 12%.
As illustrated in Figures 6-2 and 6-3, however, these advances reflected and
maintained disparities that previously existed under HBAP. Black students were
notably less likely to receive their first choice under HBAP (70% for kindergarten

Figure 6-2. Proportion of kindergarten students receiving their first choice in
the lottery under HBAP, by race.
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and 73% for 6th grade) than White and Asian students (81% and 82% for
kindergarten, respectively, and 86% and 85% for 6th grade, respectively). Latino
students sat midway between these two extremes (74% for kindergarten and 78%
6th grade).
There are two possible explanations for the racial differences in receiving
one’s top choice. Based on the analysis in Chapters 3-5, it could be that elevated
competition for seats for Black students and Latino students makes them less
likely to receive the one they most want, especially if that school is also desirable
to others. Second, it might be that entry at later rounds of the lottery, which is
more common in Black and Latino families, can lower a student’s chance of
receiving a desired school. In turns out that it is a mixture of the two. Students
entering in round 1 have an 89% chance of receiving their top choice, but a less
than 70% chance of receiving their top choice in every round thereafter. If this
information is taken in conjunction with the proportion of students of each racial
group entering the lottery in each round, there are still disparities.9 By this
method, only 70% of Black students received their top choice, compared to an
expected 74%. All other races either match or just slightly outperform their
expected likelihood of receiving their top choice. This would suggest that a lower

Figure 6-3. Proportion of 6th grade students receiving their first choice in the
lottery under HBAP, by race.
By multiplying the proportion entering in a given round by the likelihood of receiving a top choice
when entering in that round and then summing these values, the expected proportion of each racial
group receiving their top choice can be estimated.
9
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proportion of Black students receive their top choice in part because they are more
likely to enter the lottery at later rounds, but also because of the elevated
competition they face for desirable seats.

6.3.

Administrative Assignment

Students who do not receive one of the choices they submitted to the lottery are
assigned administratively to the nearest school with available seats.10 Under 3Z,
2.7% of kindergarten students were administratively assigned, and this increased
to 4.8% under HBAP. For 6th grade, administrative assignment was far less
common under 3Z and HBAP, in part because a substantial proportion of students
continues in the same school or follows a proscribed feeder pattern. This was
especially true under HBAP as administrative assignments decreased from 3.4%
under 3Z to 0.5%. Given the limited number of administrative assignments for 6th
graders under HBAP they appear to be of negligible importance for equity. This
analysis concentrates on variations among kindergarten students.
Under both policies, administrative assignments were more likely to occur for
kindergarten students entering the lottery after round 1. This was true for 1 in 7

Figure 6-4. Proportion of kindergarten students of each major racial group
administratively assigned under HBAP.
Under 3Z, this included individuals who submitted no choices, which is no longer possible since
the implementation of HBAP
10
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students (14.2%) entering after round 1 for HBAP and 1 in 10 students (9%) under
3Z. Administrative assignments tend to bias toward lower quality (and presumably
less popular) schools. Students who were administratively assigned were most
likely to attend Tier 4 schools under both policies, but this was even truer under
HBAP (47% vs. 39% under 3Z).
Figure 6-4 compares administrative assignments under HBAP across races
and finds that Black and Latino students were more likely to be administratively
assigned than White and Asian students. 5.8% and 5.1% of Black and Latino
students were administratively assigned, compared to 3.5% and 3.2% of White and
Asian students. A smaller gap was present for poverty status (5% vs. 4.5% for
those not in poverty). Special programs, given the way they are accessed and
assigned, were less likely to be administrative assigned than General Education
students (ELL = 3%, SPED = 1.5%).
Focusing on the differences across races, these disparities were largely
attributable to the fact that Black and Latino students were more likely to enter
after the first round than White and Asian students (see Section 6.1). Even when
accounting for round of entry, however, White students were administratively
assigned at a dramatically lower rate than other groups entering in the same
round. Entering in Round 2, for example, the likelihoods are: Asian = 14.8%, Black
= 16.2%, Latino = 17%, and White = 2.8%. Entering in Round 3: Asian = 12%, Black
= 13.4%, Latino = 12.4%, and White = 8.3%.11
This result appears to have been explained by geography. Students living in
wing neighborhoods were highly unlikely to be administratively assigned (2% vs.
6% for all other regions), two of which (Charlestown and Allston-Brighton) are
predominantly White. This makes sense being that students from these
neighborhoods have priority in the assignment process to be assigned to local
schools. They may also be more likely to indicate these schools in their choices. For
these two reasons they are unlikely to be administratively assigned, and, in turn
depress the total proportion of White students that are administratively assigned.

11

Entering in Round 4, the numbers are too low to be meaningfully compared.
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6.4.

The Effect of Pre-Kindergarten on Competition for Kindergarten Seats

With the availability of pre-kindergarten (K1) programs at BPS schools, students
may enter the enrollment system at different ages. Further, those who attend a
district school for pre-kindergarten are guaranteed a seat in that same school for
kindergarten (K2). This raises the possibility that those entering in pre-k may face
less competition for high quality seats, which in turn raises their likelihood of
attending more desirable elementary schools while also increasing the competition
for seats in high quality schools for those entering the lottery at K2.
To assess the impact of pre-k entry into schools, those already present in
the system before kindergarten were compared to those who entered at
kindergarten. Those entering at age 3 (also known as K0) were not distinguished
from those entering at K1 because K0 represents a very small percentage of
students (<5% each year). Further, they are predominantly special education
students (~70%), which is one of the stated functions of K0, making them a
distinct population. In any case, they too are almost always present for pre-k and
thus, for the question here are appropriately grouped with others arriving in that
year.

Figure 6-5. Proportion of kindergarten students attending each Tier level,
depending on whether they entered the district in kindergarten (K2) or
previously (K1-K2 Pathway).
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Over the three years of HBAP, exactly 50% of kindergarten students were in
the system the previous year. Those entering the system during pre-kindergarten
were somewhat more likely to attend Tier 1 schools than those entering at
kindergarten (24% vs. 20%) and considerably less likely to attend Tier 4 schools
(21% vs. 29%). Why this is the case, however, is not entirely clear. One could make
the argument that it is because those entering in pre-kindergarten experience less
competition for more available seats and thus are more likely to receive high
quality schools. Providing additional insight, Figure 6-5 further divides students
who entered in pre-kindergarten by whether they remained at the same school for
kindergarten or entered the lottery and switched schools. This latter group, which
constitute about 1/10th of pre-kindergarten students (or 5-6% of all students),
were the most likely to attend Tier 1 schools (30.2%) and least likely to attend Tier
4 (17%). Even separating these students out, those who attended pre-k in the
district and stayed at the same school were more likely to attend Tier 1 and less
likely to attend Tier 4 schools than those entering in kindergarten.
It is possible that there are demographic differences between those
entering at each time point, and that the disparities seen here arise from the
differential access and competition that these groups experience, regardless of the
age at which they enter the school system. This seems unlikely as racial groups are
approximately equally likely to enter at pre-kindergarten, with the only exception
being that White students are especially likely to take advantage of this
opportunity (59.5% vs. 45-49% for other races). The combination of such limited
differences with uneven access across groups is unlikely to create the resultant
disparities. Thus, the lower likelihood of students entering in kindergarten to be
assigned to high quality schools is likely attributable to the greater competition for
seats at this later time point.
Meanwhile, it would seem that the additional advantages of those who
reenter the lottery after pre-kindergarten is a result of strategy. Such families
would likely only reenter the lottery in order to attend a higher quality school,
provided that was the feature of a school that mattered most to them. Thus, they
would be expected to be assigned to higher quality schools more often than their
peers that stayed put. With an extra year of experience they might also have
greater knowledge of the system and be aware of high quality schools with more
seats available or that have less competition for seats. Given these multiple
possible interpretations, the impact of the pre-kindergarten pathway on access
and competition requires additional study.
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6.5.

Summary

This chapter has examined four details of the lottery process that are relevant to a
full understanding of equity in the system: the impacts of entering after the first
round of assignment; the likelihood of a family receiving their top choice;
administrative assignment when a student receives none of his or her selected
schools; and the option to enter the system at kindergarten or pre-kindergarten.
Notably, a major theme across the first three of these topics is the role of rounds in
determining assignments.
The four separate analyses each revealed disparities in outcomes, but they
vary in their interpretation. Some cannot be attributed to HBAP. First, students
entering in later rounds were indeed less likely to receive a top tier school and
more likely to be assigned to a Tier 4 school. These students were also less likely to
be assigned to their top choice. This is not necessarily a concern pertaining to
HBAP, however, but of the long-standing decision to maintain rounds as a way to
accommodate families that are considering options outside the district. Second,
students attending a district school for pre-k were more likely to be assigned to
high quality schools, arising in part from less competition for seats at this earlier
time.
More troubling for HBAP, however, was that a relatively low number of
minority families receiving their top choice, and this was not entirely a result of
round of entry. Close examination revealed the Black students were less likely to
receive their top choice even when accounting for the fact that they more often
enter the lottery at round 2 or later. Based on the findings in Chapters 3-5, this
would seem to result from the elevated competition for seats that they experience.
Likewise, Black and Latino students were more likely to be administratively
assigned. Interestingly, this appears to be because they are more likely to enter the
lottery at later rounds and not because of elevated competition for seats.
Conversely, a lack of competition specifically for students living in wing
neighborhoods insulated them from administrative assignment relative to the rest
of the city. In sum, the results of this chapter are mixed for HBAP specifically, but
do reveal other policies regarding school choice and assignment that can generate
or exacerbate inequities.
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Chapter 7: HBAP’s Impacts on School Composition
To this point, the evaluation has focused on HBAP’s impacts on the access and
assignments of individual families, and the equitability of these impacts across
geographic and demographic groups and those enrolled in different BPS programs.
The goals and potential pitfalls of HBAP also pertain to the overall organization of
the district and how its students are distributed across schools. Namely, it can have
districtwide consequences for the manner in which schools integrate students of
diverse backgrounds. A stated goal of HBAP at the time of implementation was to
aspire to “neighborhood schools” where most or all of the students living in a given
community could attend school together. In theory this would create stronger
schools and stronger communities through stronger connections between home
and schools. It could also, however, diminish geographic and racial integration,
which is always a possibility in a city with significant residential segregation.
Here, this analysis and evaluation of HBAP concludes by asking two
questions. First, to what extent was HBAP successful in creating neighborhood
schools? Because there are no strict boundaries on attendance to any school, nor
was that the intention, this question is defined more formally as the extent to
which the students from a given neighborhood (estimated with census tracts) are
concentrated at a smaller number of schools, and the extent to which schools
connect and integrate multiple neighborhoods. To answer this latter question, the
analysis leveraged cutting-edge techniques from network science to assess
geographic connectivity across the city (see Box on Illustration of Methodology in
this chapter and Appendix D for further detail). Second, did HBAP maintain racial
diversity within schools? If indeed HBAP was successful in the pursuit of
neighborhood schools and, in turn, lowered geographic integration, there will be
the associated possibility that it also lowered racial integration.

7.1.

The Goal of “Neighborhood Schools”

The goal of neighborhood schools is essentially a two-sided geographic question.
On the one hand, do neighborhoods send their students to a smaller number of
schools? The potential flipside of this, however, is that schools become less
geographically diverse. These questions were addressed through two
complementary methodologies. First, diversity indices were calculated to formally
measure how concentrated each neighborhood’s students are at a small number of
schools (or, conversely, how dispersed they are across many schools). When these
indices are greater, they indicate that a neighborhoods students are more
dispersed over more schools, and when they are lower they are sending their
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students to fewer schools in a more concentrated fashion. A similar approach was
used to quantify the diversity of neighborhoods attending each school.12
Second, techniques from network science were leveraged to assess the
connections created between neighborhoods and schools by students and their
assignments (see Appendix D and the box on Illustration of Methodology for more
detail).13 Put in simple terms, schools convene students from multiple
neighborhoods and thus connect these communities and their populations to each
other. Consequently, a city with a highly integrated school district will be more
strongly connected across geography than one where schools are geographically
segregated. This analysis allowed for a closer assessment of how much HBAP has
separated schools by neighborhoods. All descriptive statistics and correlation
matrices for measures of diversity and centrality are reported in Appendix D,
Tables D-1 through D-5.

7.1.1. Do Neighborhoods Send their Students to Fewer Schools?
HBAP did little to move toward the ideal of “neighborhood schools.” There was a
marginal tendency for neighborhoods to send their kindergarteners to a smaller
number of schools, but no such change for Grade 6.14 On average, neighborhoods
sent their resident kindergarteners to 11 schools under 3Z and to 10 schools under
HBAP. For 6th graders, the average neighborhood sent students to 8 schools under
3Z and to 9 schools under HBAP.
Census indicators were used to closely examine which communities were
more or less dispersed across schools (drawing from the U.S. Census’ American
Community Survey, estimates for 2012-2016 to be consistent across analyses).
Students living in census tracts with greater White and Asian populations were
more concentrated at a smaller set of schools (i.e., were less disperse across
schools). In contrast, those living in census tracts with more Black and Latino
students were less concentrated, and thus scattered across a greater number of
schools. The implication is that neighborhoods that are predominantly White or
Asian come closer to the ideal of the neighborhood school, whereas neighborhoods
that are predominantly Black or Latino are dispersed to more schools. These
relationships were strong for both kindergarten and Grade 6 for all school years
Using Herfindahl (H) indices to measure diversity: 𝐻 = 1 − ∑𝑖 𝑝𝑖2 where pi is the proportion of
students attending school i. H then reflects the likelihood that two students selected from the
neighborhood at random attend different schools, with higher scores indicating more dispersion.
The same is done for schools with i reflecting neighborhoods whose students attend that school.
13 Connectivity for the whole district and for individual schools and neighborhoods is measured
using eigenvector centrality (EV). See Appendix D for more on calculation.
14 For kindergarten, ΔH = -.008, p = .06, and for Grade 6, ΔH = .008, p = ns, using Wilcoxon nonparametric rank tests.
12
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(using rank-order, non-parametric correlations, i.e., Kendall’s τ; % White: τ’s = -.56
- -.50; % Black: τ’s = .48 - .59; % Asian: τ’s = -.22 - -.29; % Latino: τ’s = .30 - .35; all
p-values < .001). Higher concentration of schools was associated with higher
median income and lower percentage in poverty, though as with the analyses of
access and assignment, these results were modest relative to the correlations with
race.
Though racial disparities in the creation of neighborhoods schools were
present under both 3Z and HBAP, there was some evidence that HBAP may have
exacerbated the situation. For 6th graders, neighborhoods with a higher
proportion Black became more dispersed under HBAP and neighborhoods with a
higher proportion Asian became more concentrated under HBAP.15 Changes in
concentration were uncorrelated with percentage White or Latino in a census
tract. There were no fully significant correlations for kindergarten students, but
neighborhoods with greater Black populations saw a moderate drop in the
concentration of their students at fewer schools.16

7.1.2. Is BPS Less Geographically Integrated?
Although HBAP did not lead to the substantial concentration of the typical
neighborhood’s students at a smaller number of schools, it did seem to lower the
geographic integration of the city’s student population. Schools and tracts were
both generally less connected to other schools and tracts under HBAP.17 This was
particularly visible for kindergarten, for which the average school drew from a less
diverse set of census tracts.18 Note, however, that this does not necessarily mean
that the district was less racially integrated, which is addressed in the next section,
though it does raise the possibility that this is the case given the uneven
distribution of races across the city’s geography. There was no correlation between
this geographic diversity and a school’s Tier level.
Under HBAP some schools and tracts became more interconnected than
This may have occurred because of the different geographic logics of 3Z
and HBAP. Under 3Z, students from across each Zone were likely to mix at every
school in the Zone, creating a more even range of integration. HBAP, however,
others.19

ΔH correlated positively with % Black, τ = .11, p < .05, and negatively with % Asian, τ = -.11, p <
.05.
16 ΔH correlated negatively with % Black, τ = -.10, p = .06.
17 Using Eigenvector centrality (EV). For kindergarten schools, ΔEV = -.12, p < .001, and for 6th
grade, ΔEV = -.06, p < .001, using Wilcoxon rank tests. For kindergarten tracts, ΔEV = -.31, p < .001,
and for 6th grade, ΔEV = -.13, p < .001, using Wilcoxon rank tests.
18 ΔH = -.01, p < .001.
19 For example, the most central EVs were as much as 18 times the mean under HBAP, whereas no
EV was more than 9 times the mean under 3Z. This pattern was true across grades.
15
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heavily reduced the number of students in each neighborhood attending certain
schools. Thus, schools became somewhat more regionally concentrated. In
contrast, some schools and tracts that are located on the border between two
regions of the city whose choice baskets otherwise were largely separated from
each other. These schools and tracts in turn “connected” groups that would
otherwise be unlikely to be integrated under HBAP. This is especially true for
schools in East Boston that attract students from other Boston neighborhoods, and
the one East Boston census tract that sends a handful of students to schools in
Dorchester, South End, and other southern neighborhoods.

7.2.

Did HBAP Maintain Diversity within Schools?

If BPS is less geographically integrated under HBAP, it raises the possibility that it
is also less racially integrated. This question was examined by analyzing two
measures for all schools: First diversity was defined as the mixture of multiple
races in a school.20 Diversity, though, does not guarantee integration across all
races—it could, for example, reflect the integration of only two of the main four
races that constitute BPS’s student population. For this reason a second measure
was developed—racial representativeness, or the extent to which each school’s
population deviates from the population of the district as a whole.21
Schools maintained a similar level of racial diversity under HBAP for both
kindergarten and 6th grade22, but diversity was lowest at lower quality schools
under both policies. That is to say, lower quality schools had greater
concentrations of a single race. Nonetheless, the racial integration—meaning the
representativeness of schools on the whole—decreased moderately for
kindergarteners under HBAP. In other words, the average kindergartner attended
a school that was less similar in its racial composition to the composition of the
district as a whole.23 This is illustrated by the fact that 74% of BPS students under
Using Herfindahl (H) indices to measure diversity: 𝐻 = 1 − ∑𝑖 𝑝𝑖2 where pi is the proportion of
students of race i. H then reflects the likelihood that two students from a neighborhood selected at
random are of different races, with higher scores indicating more diversity.
21 A Pythagorean distance was calculated from the expected racial composition of a school if races
were perfectly evenly distributed across the district (i.e., d = √∑(𝑝𝑖 (𝑠𝑐ℎ𝑜𝑜𝑙) − 𝑝𝑖 (𝐵𝑃𝑆)) 2 where pi
is the proportion of race i). These measures are limited to the four main races, and thus they were
rescaled to reflect 100% of the population (2.5% of both kindergarten and 6th grade students are
not classified in one of these four groups). For kindergarten, the racial composition used as a
baseline was: 8% Asian, 34% Black, 41% Latino, and 16% White. For 6th grade, the racial
composition used as baseline was: 10% Asian, 30% Black, 49% Latino, and 12% White.
22 For kindergarten, ΔH = .009, p = ns, and for Grade 6, ΔH = .007, p = ns, where a negative change
indicates a drop in diversity, tested with Wilcoxon non-parametric rank tests.
23 For kindergarten, Δd = .03, p < .05, and for Grade 6, ΔH = .007, p = ns, where a positive change
indicates a drop in integration, tested with Wilcoxon non-parametric rank test.
20
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Box: Illustration of Network Methodology
This figure illustrates the
relationship between a census
tract's centrality and its
geographic dispersion (or
concentration) across
schools. Panel A shows that the
two measures are largely distinct
as their correlation are modestly
positive but highly nonlinear. To
illustrate further, we take two
census tracts that have
approximately the same level of
dispersion across schools, but
one with a median centrality
(large orange dot; in South
Dorchester) and the other with
the highest centrality in the city
(large red dot; in East
Boston). Panel B shows that the
South Dorchester neighborhood
sends its students to nine schools
(blue squares). Panel C shows the
seventy other census tracts that
send students to these schools
(shaded, with darker yellow
reflecting higher centrality),
capturing the geographic
network of classmates of the
students living in the focal
neighborhood.
Panel D and E represent the same information for the East Boston neighborhood. Its
students attend more schools (17), but, more importantly, 95 other census tracts
also send students to these schools (darker red reflecting higher centrality). The
greater number of tracts sharing schools with the East Boston neighborhood makes
it more connected to the rest of the city and thus more central. This is enhanced by
the fact that these other neighborhoods are themselves more central, meaning they
can further integrate the students from the East Boston neighborhood into the city,
though this is a secondary consideration. In all of this, the schools themselves act as
the conduits for connectivity across neighborhoods, and thus have their own
varying levels of centrality reflecting the extent to which they do this.
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HBAP were Black or Latino, but that the average Black or Latino student attended a
school that was 81% Black or Latino. This difference of 7% between expected and
actual proportion was greater than under 3Z (5%). There was no change to this
effect for Grade 6.24
Finally, the extent to which a school’s diversity or representativeness was
associated with its quality was examined. Whereas the representativeness
measures were not correlated with Tier level, the diversity indices were.25 Tier 3
and Tier 4 schools had less diverse student populations for both kindergarten and
6th grade, which was due to the overrepresentation of Black students at Tier 4
schools. These findings reflect an unevenness in integration: whereas high quality
schools successfully draw from a large range of races, low quality schools do not.
This may be due to the greater access to resources that enable families to leave the
district when their students are assigned to lower Tier school. These associations
were present in 3Z and not improved upon under HBAP.

7.3.

Summary

HBAP carried with it the potential for positive and negative impacts on school
composition. On the one hand, it might increase the potential for schools to act as
gathering places for individual neighborhoods, strengthening bonds within the
community, at the school, and between home and school. On the other, in doing so
it might limit the geographic and, in turn, racial diversity of individual schools,
thereby undermining one of the basic goals of school choice. HBAP appears to have
done little to achieve the former, desired outcome while modestly moving towards
the latter, unwanted one.
HBAP led to students attending schools closer to home, but did not actually
move closer to the ideal of “neighborhood schools,” and might even have moved
away from it for kindergarteners. This appears to be an unintended consequence
of the system’s design and the creation of choice baskets centered on a family’s
home. Under 3Z, almost all students in the same zone—some living miles away
from each other—had identical choice baskets, the only deviations being for those
Δd = .-01, p = ns, where a positive change indicates a drop in integration, tested with Wilcoxon
non-parametric rank test.
25 Because of the potential for Tiers to shift and the different ranking systems, only school years
2013-2014 and 2014-2015 were analyzed. For both measures, the correlations are universally
negative (using Kappa coefficients), though not always significant. Only one was significant for
representativeness, and 3 of 4 were significant for diversity (representativeness: 2013-2014,
kindergarten: κ = -.20, p < .05; 2013-2014, 6th grade: κ = -.10, p = ns; 2014-2015, kindergarten: κ = .10, p = ns; 2014-2015, 6th grade: κ = -.13, p = ns; diversity: 2013-2014, kindergarten: κ = -.13, p = ns;
2013-2014, 6th grade: κ = -.19, p < .05; 2014-2015, kindergarten: κ = -.25, p = .05; 2014-2015, 6th
grade: κ = -.20, p = .10).
24
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living near the borders between zones. Under HBAP, students living even in the
same census tract could have different choice baskets based on localized
differences in which schools are closest to them. For example, a student living on
the eastern edge of a census tract may receive a Tier 1 school that is further to the
east whereas there may be another Tier 1 school to the west that is nearer to
students living on the other side of the tract. As a result, HBAP may actually lower
the possibility of students living in the same neighborhood attending the same
school or small set of schools. This effect is most visible for minority
neighborhoods.
By assigning students more often to schools closer to home, though, HBAP
does appear to have lowered geographic integration of students across the city.
This may have also led to lower racial integration for kindergarteners. Of
particular note, lower quality schools were less racially integrated under both
HBAP and 3Z, though HBAP does not appear to have contributed to this situation.
This may be understood however as a natural outcome of school choice. When
families do select schools further away from home, they do so because they offer
higher quality education. They are unlikely to select low quality schools far away,
and thus low quality schools will reflect the local population more than they
integrate the district’s population as a whole.
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Chapter 8: General Summary
HBAP sought to provide each family with a smaller, more manageable set of school
options that was guaranteed to contain a minimum number of the high quality
schools nearest to their home. This was intended to accomplish three goals. First,
the universal minimum number of high quality schools was supposed to create
equitable access across demographic backgrounds and neighborhood of residence.
Second, this equitable access to local schools would then translate into
assignments that allow students from across demographic and geographic groups
to attend high quality schools close to home. Third, it would effectively balance the
desire for “neighborhood schools” that theoretically strengthen local communities
with the need to maintain geographic and demographic diversity.
This evaluation found that HBAP was unsuccessful in achieving each of its
three main goals. That said, it largely maintained status quo, inheriting but not
counteracting inequities that existed under the previous system, 3Z. Rather than
an indictment of HBAP itself, the results indicate that its bold, creative approach
was not able to generate equity as much as hoped. Within this overarching
assessment, there were three main lessons to be learned regarding HBAP and
other school choice systems that might help pave the path forward: (1) the
geographic distribution of quality schools can undermine even the best school
choice and assignment system; (2) definitions of minimum access need to take into
account potential competition for seats; and (3) full implementation is essential.
These are discussed in turn.

8.1.

The Consequential Geography of School Quality

At numerous times in this report when discussing disparities in access or
assignment to high quality schools, it was necessary to note that the results simply
reflected the geographic distribution of school quality. Simply put, it is impossible
for a choice system to provide “quality schools, close to home” if there are no
quality schools nearby in the first place. The idea of creating a universal minimum
level of access is a thoughtful way to solve this problem—at least for access, if not
access close to home. Even if it leaves some inequities in place, as seen particularly
for Tier 1 schools, when there are greater numbers of quality seats, these issues
can begin to even themselves out, as can be seen when the definition of quality is
expanded to Tier 1 and Tier 2. In sum, as long as the baseline level of access is high
enough, everyone should have a sufficient opportunity to be assigned to a high
quality school.
Establishing a minimum level of access, however, requires the inclusion of
schools that are further away for families living in some neighborhoods. For
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example, the Tier 1 schools in the choice baskets of families living in Mattapan are
quite far away. This pits equitable access and assignment against an even more
powerful force: that people tend to gravitate toward schools near their homes (Bell
2009). This is driven not only by a comfort with and preference for “the known” or
one’s own space, but the basic logistics of child rearing: How will my child get to
school each morning? After school, if I’m not home from work, where is he/she
going? Who is available to help me make all these pieces fit together? These sorts
of questions often dominate parents’ thought processes and may undermine
efforts to encourage students to voluntarily transport around the city in hopes of
attending higher quality schools or to expose them to greater geographic or racial
diversity.

8.2.

Quantity of Seats vs. Competition for Seats

Universal minimum access is a thoughtful approach, but for it to be effective it
needs to be defined appropriately. The choice baskets under HBAP were
constructed based on the nearest schools at particular Tier levels. Some have
criticized this, saying that the use of seats would have been more effective in
creating equity because the use of schools is vulnerable to variations in schools’
sizes. Though the logic of this critique is entirely sound, the use of schools or seats
turned out to have been mostly inconsequential for actual questions of equity. A
completely different issue arose through the analysis, however. There is an uneven
distribution of students across the city, thereby creating differential competition
for seats. To illustrate, Black and Latino students tend to live in neighborhoods
with a greater density of BPS students. As a result, the schools in their choice
baskets, especially the high quality schools guaranteed by HBAP, fall in a larger
number of other students’ choice baskets. Consequently, they experience more
competition for seats at desirable schools. Accounting for competition in the
algorithm for universal minimum access would be a bit more complicated than
simply tallying the nearest set of schools, but would certainly be possible and
would give BPS better purchase on their goal of offer equitable access to high
quality schools.

8.3.

Implementation

HBAP was implemented incompletely in two ways. First, it was rolled out
incrementally, starting with kindergarten and 6th grade in 2014-2015, and
progressing one grade per year from there. This means the impacts of HBAP, good
or bad, were not fully observable for all grades. Whereas implementing a new
policy in stages has advantages for scaling up and managing unintended or
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unforeseen issues, the full impact of the policy on school composition and equity
may not have been fully borne out. It could be argued that, as HBAP was an
experiment whose consequences were unclear, this was a prudent approach.
Second, the implementation of HBAP for 6th grade was probably different
from what its designers envisioned. Instead of running the choice basket algorithm
on all schools offering 6th grade, BPS ran it for all schools offering kindergarten, and
then removed any schools not offering 6th grade and adding pathway schools. This
led many 6th graders to receive choice baskets containing fewer than the promised
number of high quality schools. More importantly, these unexpected reductions in
choice basket contents were distributed unevenly across the city. Most strikingly,
the two Tier 1 schools offering kindergarten that are nearest to students in
Roslindale, Jamaica Plain, and Roxbury do not offer 6th grade. Consequentially, the
students living there received zero Tier 1 schools in their final baskets. These sorts
of disparities were completely foreseeable, and, luckily, equally fixable.

8.4. Conclusions: The Limitations of School Choice Systems in Creating
Equity
The three concerns noted here—the geographic distribution of quality schools, the
need to base access on potential competition for seats, and the proper
implementation of the system—are not independent, but coincide in certain
neighborhoods. Unfortunately, this happened particularly in the neighborhoods
that are home to the city’s most vulnerable and disadvantaged populations. Black
and Latino students tended to have fewer high quality seats in their baskets, owing
to the uneven geographic distribution of high quality schools. They also lived
nearby more of their peers, meaning they were competing for those fewer seats
with a greater number of potential classmates. These two factors together meant
that Black and Latino students faced far greater competition for seats in high
quality schools, with a number of downstream consequences. They were less likely
to attend high quality schools. They were more likely to attend Tier 4 schools. They
were less likely to receive their preferred schools and to be administratively
assigned. Further, the students from these neighborhoods were more likely to be
dispersed over multiple schools, hindering their ability to create shared
community ties. These issues were compounded for 6th grade in that certain
disadvantaged, predominately minority neighborhoods were the very places most
hurt by the partial implementation of the choice basket algorithm.
Two of the three issues we have identified have solutions that lie within the
purview of the school choice system. It is straightforward to implement the choice
basket algorithm properly for 6th grade. It would require some attention, but it is
feasible to rewrite the algorithms to take account of competition when defining
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minimum access. What a school choice system cannot fix, however, is the uneven
distribution of school quality across the city. This is the false promise of universal
minimum access. It is impossible for a choice system to provide “quality schools
close to home” if there are no quality schools nearby some homes in the first place.
By changing the structure of assignment through policies related to school
assignment, districts, like BPS, create the opportunity for integration, but it is more
difficult to equitably enable families to take advantage of those opportunities.
The tension between equitable opportunity and equitable outcomes (i.e.,
access and assignment, respectively) has been seen countless times in thoughtful
reforms intending to raise up populations that have long been segregated and
oppressed. As with the school choice approach, they often encourage these
populations to seek opportunities outside of their neighborhoods. For example,
William Julius Wilson (1987) recounts this as an unforeseen effect of civil rights
legislation in the 1960’s in his landmark book on The Truly Disadvantaged. He
demonstrates that Black individuals with the skills and positioning to take
advantage of these reforms were able to climb the socioeconomic ladder and “join”
mainstream society, whereas the many less fortunate could not. The consequence
of this is that those who were left behind now live in communities that lack their
former most talented members, greatly diminishing the overall capacity for
collective thriving.
In the case of HBAP and BPS, this is evidenced in the concentration of Black
students from southern urban core neighborhoods attending Tier 4 schools.
Distinct from Wilson’s story about civil rights legislation, it is not as obvious that
the Black families that are able to accommodate their children traveling long
distances to higher quality schools are necessarily more talented than their
neighbors, although that is a possibility. Nonetheless, they were able to avail
themselves of these opportunities whereas many of their neighbors could not. The
latter in turn often ended up at low quality schools close to their homes,
perpetuating a cycle of lack of opportunity coupled with a limited capacity for
action. Rather than giving such populations the opportunity to attend higher
quality schools outside their neighborhoods, a stronger and more effective course
of action toward equity would be to improve the quality of the lowest performing
schools such that there are indeed “high quality schools, close to home” for all
residents.
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Appendices
Appendix A. Equitable Access
A.1.

Data Preparation and Methodology

A.1.1. Data Sets
Data for the analysis of equitable access included variables derived from the BPS
Choice Basket dataset, the BPS Historical Capacity dataset, and BPS School-level
Profile dataset across school years 2014-2015 through 2016-2017. BPS was not
able to provide address information in the Choice Basket dataset for school years
2011-2012 through 2013-2014 and thus data preparation pursued the simulation
of a counterfactual using cases from the HBAP school years only.
The BPS Choice Basket dataset represents school and program options
provided to families within lottery rounds within school years within students. Of
note, and addressed below, program options were occasionally nested within
schools such that a family may be provided two separate programs from the same
school; however, by and large, program options provided to families were limited
to one program per school. The BPS Historical Capacity dataset represents seats
available per program option within a grade within a school per school year: for all
analyses only program options for kindergarten or 6th grade were considered.
Finally, the BPS School-level Profile dataset provided information for each school
year within a school.

A.1.2. Data Preparation
Data preparation for the Choice Basket dataset included (a) recoding missing and
‘Round 0’ into a Round 5 value, (b) collapsing the 30+ program codes into a 5category program code variable, (c) reducing (i.e. aggregating) the dataset to the
first round that a student appears in the dataset, (d) examining rate of missingness
across key variables (e.g. program code, 4-digit school code), and (e) identifying
cases for which the same program code was offered at the same school in the same
school year. The Choice Basket dataset was aggregated to the student-level to
indicate whether a student was ever provided any ELL program option, any Hybrid
program option, any SPED program option, any Dual Language program option,
and/or any Advanced Work Class (AWC) program option among choices (hereafter
referred to as Program Category flags) as well as to capture the student address for
geocoding. The student-level dataset was then geocoded using BARI’s custom
geographical infrastructure, which coordinates all known addresses in the city (as
defined by the City of Boston’s Street and Address Management System) with
census geographies and higher-level administrative geographies (e.g., Boston
Planning & Development Authority’s planning districts). Students whose address
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could not be mapped were excluded. Program Category flag variables and a flag to
designate a case as part of the final analytic sample were reincorporated into the
program option-level Choice Basket dataset and the dataset was trimmed to choice
baskets of the final analytic sample only. Data preparation for the Historical
Capacity dataset included (a) collapsing the program codes into a 5-category
program code variable, (b) checking for duplicate programs within schools within
school years, and (c) creating the necessary linking variables to represent the
program option within a school within a school year as a unique identifier for the 2
grades. Data preparation for the School-level Profile dataset included (a) creating
the school quality variable for the appropriate school year and (b) creating the
necessary linking variables to represent the school and school year as a unique
identifier.
The true HBAP analytic sample (i.e. uniquely geocoded students school
years across 2014-2015 through 2016-2017) was then used to create the
counterfactual sample for each school year. First, program codes of the all the
options provided to the true HBAP sample were used. A student-level flag was
created for each program code that was offered to a student in the original data.
For example, if a student had a ‘TLE’ program option (an option within the Dual
Language category), a student-level flag for TLE was coded as 1. This was
computed across all 30+ program codes for kindergarten and 6th grade. Taking the
program code flags, the Program Category flags, and student address, the
counterfactual sample was then generated through a simulation of the 3Z
algorithm through which students were assigned (a) all schools within their 3Z
school zone (i.e. North, East, and West) and (b) all additional schools within 1 mile
of their homes. Of note, this simulation included all schools regardless of school
type or grades served, which was corrected for later in the simulation process. A
final program category flag for General Education Only students was created to
represent a case that presented no ELL, Hybrid, or Dual Language program
category flags. The counterfactual sample was then split up into separate subdatasets based on program category eligibility: thus, for kindergarteners there
were sub-datasets for ELL-eligible, Hybrid-eligible, Dual Language-eligible, and
General Education Only and for 6th graders, there was an additional sub-dataset
for AWC-eligible students.
In a parallel process using the Historical Capacity datasets, a wide-format
school-level dataset was created for each school year that indicated (a) a flag for
every viable program option within that school year, (b) the associated capacity of
that program option (i.e. seats available), and (c) the total number of options being
offered at that school. In an initial wave of matching, the wide-format dataset was
incorporated into the counterfactual choice basket sub-datasets by a many-to-one
match for each year and grade such that if the 3Z simulation captured school ‘1234’
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for a student and that school was in the historical capacity dataset of a given school
year, the information for all program options offered by that school for that school
year was integrated into the student’s choice basket. This initial round of matching
allowed for the removal of irrelevant schools (e.g. high schools) that were added
during the wide sweep of 3Z simulation. The next wave of matching was specific to
each sub-dataset. Here, information about the number of seats for each specific
program option was retained only if both the student and school had the program
code flag: for example, in the Dual Language sub-dataset for 6th graders, if a
student had the student-level TLE flag and school ‘1234’ had a viable TLE program
option, then that TLE program option was preserved for counterfactual choice
basket. If there was not a matching program option at the school, the seat
information for the general education program option was preserved.26 This was
repeated across all relevant codes within each Program Category sub-dataset. The
sub-datasets were then combined and program options that were duplicates
within school and school year were removed.27

A.1.3. Measures
Measures of interest were computed across both the true HBAP sample and the 3Z
simulated counterfactual sample. Seat information was incorporated for the HBAP
sample from the affiliated school year Historical Capacity dataset. Seat information
for the counterfactual is reviewed above. Next, the choice basket dataset was
aggregated on the school program code within school year to incorporate the
number of times an option was Offered in the HBAP and the counterfactual
samples. Next, for each option in a choice basket, a Seat Share was calculated by
dividing the Seats available in the lottery that year by the number of times it was
Offered. Next, school quality information was incorporated from the School-Level
Profile dataset and the Seats, Offered, and Seat Share variable were calculated only
for Tier 1 options and then only for the top 2 tiers. The complete Choice Basket
dataset of a given student was then used to create aggregate variables, including
the sum of seat shares within a student, the sum of Tier 1 seat shares within a
student, the sum of the top tier seat shares within a student, the number of overall
options a family is provided, the number of Tier 1 options a family is provided, and
the number of top tier options a family is provided. Total sample and sub-sample
It is important to note that using this process meant that there were no cases in which a student
had an ineligible (i.e. non-existent) program option listed in the choice basket, whereas in the true
HBAP data there were numerous instances in which an ineligible or non-existent program option
was provided in the choice basket
27 For the AWC sub-dataset, the process of preserving information was slightly different. Students
who are AWC eligible are provided both the AWC option at the school as well as the general
education option at the school.
26
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frequencies were analyzed across the aggregated dataset generally and in
consideration of distance measurements.

A.2.

Detailed Tables

The following tables compare the contents of the average choice basket across
neighborhood regions (see Section 2.5 for categorization), individual
neighborhoods, and races, split by kindergarten (Tables A-1 through A-9) and 6th
grade (Tables A-10 through A-18). Contents are described in terms of numbers of
schools, seats, and seat shares (based on potential competition for seats; see
Chapter 3 and Section A.1 for more detail), and they also provide the same
information for the subset of schools within 1.5 miles of the student’s home. The
tables show the shifts in contents of choice baskets from 3Z (based on a simulation
of student choice baskets during the school years of HBAP, see Section 2.2) to
HBAP. The contents of these tables are discussed in greater detail in Chapter 3 (all
contents of choice basket) and Chapter 4 (schools within 1.5 miles of home).
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Table A-1. Average, 25th percentile, and 75th percentile of number of schools in choice baskets under 3Z and HBAP for kindergarten
students, by neighborhood region.

Downtown
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Table A-2. Average, 25th percentile, and 75th percentile of number of seats in choice baskets under 3Z and HBAP for kindergarten
students, by neighborhood region.
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Table A-3. Average, 25th percentile, and 75th percentile of number of seat shares in choice baskets under 3Z and HBAP for kindergarten
students, by neighborhood region.
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Table A-4. Average, 25th percentile, and 75th percentile of number of schools in choice baskets under 3Z and HBAP for kindergarten
students, by neighborhood.
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Table A-4 (cont.). Average, 25th percentile, and 75th percentile of number of schools in choice baskets under 3Z and HBAP for
kindergarten students, by neighborhood.
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Table A-5. Average, 25th percentile, and 75th percentile of number of seats in choice baskets under 3Z and HBAP for kindergarten
students, by neighborhood.
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Table A-5 (cont.). Average, 25th percentile, and 75th percentile of number of seats in choice baskets under 3Z and HBAP for kindergarten
students, by neighborhood.
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Table A-6. Average, 25th percentile, and 75th percentile of number of seat shares in choice baskets under 3Z and HBAP for kindergarten
students, by neighborhood.
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Table A-6 (cont.). Average, 25th percentile, and 75th percentile of number of seat shares in choice baskets under 3Z and HBAP for
kindergarten students, by neighborhood.
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Table A-7. Average, 25th percentile, and 75th percentile of number of schools in choice baskets under 3Z and HBAP for kindergarten
students, by race.
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Table A-8. Average, 25th percentile, and 75th percentile of number of seats in choice baskets under 3Z and HBAP for kindergarten
students, by race.
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Table A-9. Average, 25th percentile, and 75th percentile of number of seat shares in choice baskets under 3Z and HBAP for kindergarten
students, by race.
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Table A-10. Average, 25th percentile, and 75th percentile of number of schools in choice baskets under 3Z and HBAP for 6th grade
students, by neighborhood region.
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Table A-11. Average, 25th percentile, and 75th percentile of number of seats in choice baskets under 3Z and HBAP for 6th grade students,
by neighborhood region.
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Table A-12. Average, 25th percentile, and 75th percentile of number of seat shares in choice baskets under 3Z and HBAP for 6th grade
students, by neighborhood region.
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Table A-13. Average, 25th percentile, and 75th percentile of number of schools in choice baskets under 3Z and HBAP for 6th grade
students, by neighborhood.
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Table A-13 (cont.). Average, 25th percentile, and 75th percentile of number of schools in choice baskets under 3Z and HBAP for 6th grade
students, by neighborhood.
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Table A-14. Average, 25th percentile, and 75th percentile of number of seats in choice baskets under 3Z and HBAP for 6th grade students,
by neighborhood.
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Table A-14 (cont.). Average, 25th percentile, and 75th percentile of number of seats in choice baskets under 3Z and HBAP for 6th grade
students, by neighborhood.
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Table A-15. Average, 25th percentile, and 75th percentile of number of seat shares in choice baskets under 3Z and HBAP for 6th grade
students, by neighborhood.
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Table A-15 (cont.). Average, 25th percentile, and 75th percentile of number of seat shares in choice baskets under 3Z and HBAP for 6th
grade students, by neighborhood.
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Table A-16. Average, 25th percentile, and 75th percentile of number of schools in choice baskets under 3Z and HBAP for 6th grade
students, by race.
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Table A-17. Average, 25th percentile, and 75th percentile of number of seats in choice baskets under 3Z and HBAP for 6th grade students,
by race.
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Table A-18. Average, 25th percentile, and 75th percentile of number of seat shares in choice baskets under 3Z and HBAP for 6th grade
students, by race.
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Appendix B. Equitable Assignment
B.1.

Data Preparation

Data for analyses of equitable assignment included variables derived from the BPS
Enrollment dataset from school years 2011-2012 through 2016-2017. The BPS
Enrollment dataset represents school years within students, such that students
appear in the dataset once for every school year they are enrolled in BPS, including
students who repeat the previous grade level in a subsequent year. All
kindergarten and 6th grade students across the six school years were extracted to
create the intended analysis sample. Data preparation for the analysis of equitable
assignment included (a) checks for duplicate students within a school year, (b)
examining the rates of missingness on key demographic variables and address
information, and (c) constructing the school quality variable from the available
BPS Tier data for school years 2014-2015 and 2016-2017. The sample was then
geocoded and the 90% of students with a home address that could be geocoded to
a known address in Boston were retained for the final sample. Total sample and
sub-sample frequencies were analyzed across the dataset generally and in
consideration of distance measurements.

B.2.

Measuring Distance

In our analysis of accessibility, we sought to evaluate whether measuring distance
"as the crow flies" is a sufficient proxy for understanding the total effort required
for a commute from home to school. We thus compared it to estimated travel times
to schools. We estimated the distance and time to travel for a student's home to a
particular school using a combination of OpenTripPlanner (OTP) and the Google
Maps API. Google Maps provides the estimated travel time and distance for the
route between two points taking the least amount of time. Using historical data on
average driver speeds and traffic, it is able to estimate these metrics for a specified
date and time in the future. The Google Maps API, however, has a limit on the
number of queries that can be made per day. OTP generates routes using road
networks and similarly provides estimates for shortest travel time and distances
between two points. While it has no limit on its API, the shortcoming of OTP is that
it does not take traffic into account. Note that these distances and times are of
direct routes and do not factor in the circuitous routes traveled by buses, but they
should have a similar overall variation.
Running queries for every discrete address in the student data set to every
school in the district was unfeasible (millions of pairings), so we took the centroid
of every street segment in the city with properties on it (n = 13,048 street
segments, based on the merger of U.S. Census TIGER line data with City of Boston
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Tax Assessments) and attributed each student to their street of residence. This is
an acceptable estimate as the average street segment in Boston is 70 m, meaning
the average discrepancy in distance would be ±17.5 m (1/4th of a block), and thus
negligible for the interpretations of our analysis. We then created a list of pairs of
every street centroid with every BPS school for which we calculated: Euclidean
distance (i.e., "as the crow flies"), using GIS tools in R statistical software; and
shortest travel by roads was calculated using OTP, using a road network obtained
from OpenStreetMap.
To calculate travel time, we combined the metrics obtained via OTP with
the Google Maps API. The amount of routes we needed to calculate would have
made it infeasible to use the Google Maps API directly due to the rate limits; thus,
we simplified our requests to the Google Maps API by only requesting routes
between each pairing of census block group centroid and school. These produced
both travel time and distance for the shortest route. In order to best simulate the
effort of traveling to and from school during rush hour, we set the departure time
for all Google Maps queries to 8 am on a Wednesday. We then estimated travel
time from each street segment to each school by: (a) taking the ratio between
shortest travel distance-street segment and shortest travel distance-census block
group; (b) multiplying that ratio by the shortest travel time-census block group,
thereby estimating shortest travel time-street segment.

B.2.

Detailed Tables and Figures

The tables and figures in this section provide the full results for the three questions
asked and answered in Chapter 6: are students attending school closer to home
under HBAP?; are they attending higher quality schools under HBAP?; and are they
attending high quality schools close to home under HBAP? The first and third
questions are addressed with a single set of tables on distance traveled. The
second question requires a separate set of figures describing the quality of
assignments.

B.2.1. Tables for Distance Traveled
The following tables examine the estimated one-way travel distance (Euclidean
distance, or “as the crow flies”) and time (estimated using Google Maps, see Section
B.1) to school by students under 3Z and HBAP. The tables show these comparisons
across Tier levels (Tables B-1 and B-2) neighborhood regions (see Section 2.5 for
categorization; Table B-3), individual neighborhoods (Tables B-4 and B-5), races
(Table B-6), poverty status (Table B-7), English Language Learner status (Table B8), and Special Education status (Table B-9) for both kindergarten and 6th grade.
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The same comparisons were then made separating by Tier level (Tables B-10
through B-23. Contents of these tables are discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
Table B-1. Changes in estimated one-way travel distance to school (in meters) for
each Tier between 3Z and HBAP, for both kindergarten and 6th grade.

Table B-2. Changes in estimated one-way travel time to school (in seconds) for
each Tier between 3Z and HBAP, for both kindergarten and 6th grade.
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Table B-3. Changes in estimated one-way travel distance and time to school (in meters) for each neighborhood region between 3Z and
HBAP, for both kindergarten and 6th grade.
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Table B-4. Changes in estimated one-way travel distance (in meters) and time (in seconds) to school for each neighborhood between 3Z
and HBAP, for kindergarten.
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Table B-4 (cont.). Changes in estimated one-way travel distance (in meters) and time (in seconds) for each neighborhood between 3Z
and HBAP, for kindergarten.
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Table B-5. Changes in estimated one-way travel distance (in meters) and time (in seconds) for each neighborhood between 3Z and
HBAP, for 6th grade.
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Table B-5 (cont.). Changes in estimated one-way travel distance (in meters) and time (in seconds) for each neighborhood between 3Z
and HBAP, for 6th grade.
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Table B-6. Changes in estimated one-way travel distance (in meters) and time (in seconds) for each race between 3Z and HBAP, for both
kindergarten and 6th grade.
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Table B-7. Changes in estimated one-way travel distance (in meters) and time (in
seconds) by poverty status between 3Z and HBAP, for both kindergarten and 6th
grade.

Table B-8. Changes in estimated one-way travel distance (in meters) and time (in
seconds) by English Language Learner status between 3Z and HBAP, for both
kindergarten and 6th grade.
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Table B-9. Changes in estimated one-way travel distance (in meters) and time (in seconds) to school by Special Education status
between 3Z and HBAP, for both kindergarten and 6th grade.

Note: ELL students with a SPED designation included under SPED.
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Table B-10. Changes in estimated one-way travel distance to school (in meters) for each Tier between 3Z and HBAP by neighborhood
region, for both kindergarten and 6th grade.
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Table B-11. Changes in estimated one-way travel time to school (in seconds) for each Tier between 3Z and HBAP by neighborhood
region, for both kindergarten and 6th grade.
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Table B-12. Changes in estimated one-way travel distance to school (in meters) for each Tier between 3Z and HBAP by neighborhood,
for kindergarten.
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Table B-12 (cont.). Changes in estimated one-way travel distance to school (in meters) for each Tier between 3Z and HBAP by
neighborhood, for kindergarten.
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Table B-13. Changes in estimated one-way travel distance to school (in meters) for each Tier between 3Z and HBAP by neighborhood,
for 6th grade.
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Table B-13 (cont.). Changes in estimated one-way travel distance to school (in meters) for each Tier between 3Z and HBAP by
neighborhood, for 6th grade.
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Table B-14. Changes in estimated one-way travel time to school (in seconds) for each Tier between 3Z and HBAP by neighborhood, for
kindergarten.
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Table B-14 (cont.). Changes in estimated one-way travel time to school (in seconds) for each Tier between 3Z and HBAP by
neighborhood, for kindergarten.
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Table B-15. Changes in estimated one-way travel time to school (in seconds) for each Tier between 3Z and HBAP by neighborhood, for
6th grade.
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Table B-15 (cont.). Changes in estimated one-way travel time to school (in seconds) for each Tier between 3Z and HBAP by
neighborhood, for 6th grade.
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Table B-16. Changes in estimated one-way travel distance to school (in meters) for each Tier between 3Z and HBAP across race, for both
kindergarten and 6th grade.
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Table B-17. Changes in estimated one-way travel time to school (in seconds) for each Tier between 3Z and HBAP across races, for both
kindergarten and 6th grade.
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Table B-18. Changes in estimated one-way travel distance to school (in meters)
for each Tier between 3Z and HBAP by poverty status, for both kindergarten and
6th grade.

Table B-19. Changes in estimated one-way travel time to school (in seconds) for
each Tier between 3Z and HBAP by poverty status, for both kindergarten and 6th
grade.
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Table B-20. Changes in estimated one-way travel distance to school (in meters)
for each Tier between 3Z and HBAP by English Language Learner status, for both
kindergarten and 6th grade.

Table B-21. Changes in estimated one-way travel time to school (in seconds) for
each Tier between 3Z and HBAP by English Language Learner status, for both
kindergarten and 6th grade.
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Table B-22. Changes in estimated one-way travel distance to school (in meters)
for each Tier between 3Z and HBAP by Special Education status, for both
kindergarten and 6th grade.

Note: ELL students with a SPED designation included under SPED.

Table B-23. Changes in estimated one-way travel time to school (in seconds) for
each Tier between 3Z and HBAP by Special Education status, for both kindergarten
and 6th grade.

Note: ELL students with a SPED designation included under SPED.
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B.2.2. Figures and Tables for Assignments and Quality
The following tables and figures illustrate differences in assignment across Tiers
for neighborhood regions (see Section 2.5 for categorization), individual
neighborhoods, races, poverty status, English Language Learner status, and Special
Education status for both kindergarten (Table B-24 and Figures B-1 through B-5)
and 6th grade (Table B-25 and Figures B-6 through B-10). Contents of these tables
are discussed in more detail in Chapter 5.
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Figure B-1. The distribution of kindergarten students to schools of each Tier level by neighborhood region.
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Table B-24. The distribution of kindergarten students to schools of each Tier level
by neighborhood.
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Figure B-2. The distribution of kindergarten students to schools of each Tier level
by race.

Figure B-3. The distribution of kindergarten students to schools of each Tier level
by poverty status.
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Figure B-4. The distribution of kindergarten students to schools of each Tier level
by English Language Learner status.

Figure B-5. The distribution of kindergarten students to schools of each Tier level
by Special Education status.

Note: ELL students with a SPED designation included under SPED.
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Figure B-6. The distribution of 6th grade students to schools of each Tier level by neighborhood region.
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Table B-25. The distribution of 6th grade students to schools of each Tier level by
neighborhood.
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Figure B-7. The distribution of 6th grade students to schools of each Tier level by
race.

Figure B-8. The distribution of 6th grade students to schools of each Tier level by
poverty status.
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Figure B-9. The distribution of 6th grade students to schools of each Tier level by
English Language Learner status.

Figure B-10. The distribution of 6th grade students to schools of each Tier level by
Special Education status.
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Appendix C. The Lottery Process
Chapter 6 explored the aspects of the lottery process that can help us to
understand HBAP’s effect on equitable outcomes: the effect of entering at different
rounds of assignment; the likelihood with which families receive their top choices;
administrative assignment of students who did not receive a submitted choice; and
the entry of students into BPS at either pre-kindergarten or kindergarten. The
following sections provide the methodological details for these analyses. All results
for the analysis of the likelihood of receiving one’s top choice and administrative
assignment were reported in the main text.

C.1.

Data Preparation and Methodology

Data for analysis of the lottery process included variables derived from the BPS
Enrollment dataset and BPS Assignment (or Choice) dataset across school years
2011-2012 through 2016-2017. The BPS Enrollment dataset represents school
years within students, such that students appear in the dataset once for every
school year they are enrolled in BPS, including students who repeat the previous
grade level in a subsequent year. The BPS Assignment dataset consists of
assignment rounds within school years within students, such that there is a
separate row for each round in which a student participates in the lottery in each
year that the student participates in the lottery. For most school years under
consideration, there were 4 rounds of lottery, though the vast majority of students
enter the lottery during Round 1, students may or may not enter the lottery during
Round 1. All kindergarten and 6th grade students across the six school years of the
Enrollment dataset were extracted to create the intended analysis sample;
additionally pre-kindergarten students in the Enrollment dataset were extracted
for school years 2011-2012 through 2016-2017 to inform the pre-kindergarten
enrollment analyses. Data preparation for these analyses used the same sample as
was used for the analysis of equitable assignment (see Appendix B).
For the purposes of identifying (a) whether a student was administratively
assigned and (b) the receipt of first choice, data preparation focused on the first
lottery round in which a student participated in a given school year, including: (a)
the first round in which a student entered the lottery, (b) the student’s assignment
status at the end of that round, (c) the priority explaining the student’s assignment
(e.g., walk zone), and (d) the 4-digit school code of the student’s top-ranked school
selection of that round. The assigned priority variable was recoded to reflect that
‘Administrative Assignment’, ‘Administrative Assignment HomeBased’, and
‘Administrative Assignment Walk’ values indicated a student was Administratively
Assigned (0/1 variable). Next Receipt of First Choice (0/1 variable) was defined as
whether the school code of the top-ranked selected school was the same as the
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school in which the student was eventually enrolled. Total sample and sub-sample
frequencies for each construct of interest were analyzed across the dataset
generally and in consideration of distance measurements.
For the purposes of understanding the effects of pre-kindergarten
enrollment on assignment in kindergarten, pre-kindergarten (K1) and
kindergarten (K2) students were designated to respective school year cohorts such
that if a student was in grade level K2 during school year 2013-2014, that case was
designated to K2 Cohort SY1213. Cases with multiple K2 Cohort designations
indicated that the student repeated a grade. These cases were identified and
subsequently excluded from the K1-K2 analyses (less than 5% of the sample).
Logical statements were computed to indicate whether a student engaged in a
contiguous school year transition from K1 to K2 or whether a student lacked a K1
(or contiguous K1-K2) and thus were considered K2 Entrants. Next, within those
students who were identified as contiguous K1-K2 enrollees, the 4-digit school
codes for each student’s respective K1 and K2 schools were compared. If the school
was the same, then the student was coded as K1K2 Pathway Maintained (0/1
variable), whereas any difference between school codes reflected a K1K2 Pathway
Shifted (0/1 variable). Total sample and sub-sample frequencies of school quality
were analyzed across the dataset generally and in consideration of distance
measurements.
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Appendix D. School Composition
D.1.

Data Preparation and Methodology

The role of BPS’s schools as places where students from diverse geographic and
demographic backgrounds come together is best understood as a network,
enabling the use of cutting-edge techniques from network science. Networks
consist of nodes (or entities or objects) and edges (or connections between the
entities). In the case of BPS, there is a “two-mode network,” meaning there are two
types of nodes that link to each other: each neighborhood sends students to one or
more schools, and each school receives students from one or more neighborhoods.
These edges, or linkages, can be quantified by tabulating the number of students
traveling from each neighborhood to each school (i.e., a valued network).28
Network analytic methods then allow for the analysis of each of these relationships
and their implications for the district as a whole. Rather than analyzing outcomes
independent of one another, the network approach accounts for the
interdependencies of the phenomena and frequently analyzes the structure
directly.
Geocoded student addresses (see Appendix A), which included containing
census tracts, were used to generate the attendance network linking
neighborhoods and schools. Students without sufficient information for geocoding
were dropped from the analyses. Then for each school year, beginning with 201112, the number of students from each census tract that attended any of the schools
was then tabluated. These values (i.e., the number of students from a census tract
that attended a school) describe the edges of the network. Separate networks were
constructed for kindergarten and 6th grade students for each of the last three
years of 3Z and the first three years of HBAP (from 2011-2012 to 2016-2017). This
yielded twelve total networks that permit analysis longitudinally under the two
policies as well as comparisons between the two grade levels.
The analysis of the two-mode networks was selected because the one-mode
projections would lose important features of the networks. For example, the one
mode projection of census tracts would only provide information on the amount of
overlap between student enrollments across schools, but the number of schools
would be omitted. This would preclude an examination of the number of schools to
which a census tract sends students, an important aspect for assessing a census
tracts’ overall connectedness. The number of schools (ignoring the number of
students for a moment) to which a census tract sends students would be the
degree of that census tract. Degree centrality can be calculated in two-mode
networks to show how many schools a census tract sends students to and for
In contrast to a binary network which establishes a yes-or-no relationship between two entities,
e.g., does a neighborhood send any students to a school
28
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schools, how many census tracts send students to it. However, two census tracts
could send students to the same number of schools (and thus, have the same
degree centrality) but differ in how central the schools they send students to are.
This was a motivating factor for analyzing eigenvector centrality.
Eigenvector centrality defines the centrality of a node as proportional to the
centrality of the nodes to which it is connected.29 In a one-mode network, the
centrality (C) of node pi is expressed as
C(pi) ≈ C(pj) xij

(1)

where, x is the adjacency matrix and j are the nodes connected to node i.
Identifying centrality values that satisfy this equation for all nodes in a network
involves solving a system of linear equation. This can be expressed in matrix
notation as
Xc = λc

(2)

Where X is again the adjacency matrix of all nodes in a network, λ is the largest
eigenvalue, and c is the vector of centrality scores (i.e.; the eigenvector associated
with the largest eigenvalue). Analysis of a two-mode network requires accounting
for the different numbers of nodes in each mode; the equation is
𝜆[

𝑐𝑁
𝑐𝑁
]
=
𝑥
[
]
𝑐𝑀
𝑐𝑀

(3)

Where CN and CM indicate the centralities of nodes in the first and second mode
respectively.30 Relating this back to equation 1, equation 3 can be rewritten
ℎ

𝐶 𝑁 (𝑛𝑖 )

1
= ∑ 𝐶 𝑀 (𝑚𝑘 )𝑥𝑖𝑘
𝜆

(4)

𝑘=1

Equation 4 shows how the centrality of a node in one mode is related to the
centralities of the nodes in the other mode that it is connected with. Finally, to
make the eigenvector centralities comparable across school years, the values must
be scaled to account for the different numbers of nodes in the networks over time.
Specifically, each node’s eigenvector centrality is scaled by

Bonacich, P., 1972. Technique for analyzing overlapping memberships. Sociological
methodology, 4, pp.176-185.
29

Bonacich, P., 1991. Simultaneous group and individual centralities. Social networks, 13(2),
pp.155-168; Faust, K., 1997. Centrality in affiliation networks. Social networks, 19(2), pp.157-191.
30
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1
√
2𝑛𝑜

(5)

where no is the number of nodes in the mode of which the node is a member.31
This generates scaled eigenvector centrality values for each node based on the size
of the network, and it enables comparison across the networks. The R package SNA
was used to generate these values, and then scaled them using our own code.32
The scaled eigenvector centrality values where then used in the composition
analyses and related to the other variables discussed in the main document.

D.2.

Detailed Tables

The tables in this section provide the full results for the analysis of diversity
(including racial diversity and representativeness) and integration (including
network-based eigenvector centrality) as well as measures of the dispersion (or
concentration) of a neighborhood’s students across schools. These entail
correlations between the measures as well as analyses of their change between 3Z
and HBAP.

31

Borgatti, S.P. and Everett, M.G., 1997. Network analysis of 2-mode data. Social networks, 19(3),
pp.243-269.
32 Butts, Carter T. (2016). sna: Tools for Social Network Analysis. R package version 2.4.

https://CRAN.R-project.org/package=sna.
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Table D-1. Correlations between measures of diversity and centrality for census
tracts and schools for kindergarten under 3Z.
Census
Tracts'
Census Diversity Schools'
Schools'
Tracts'
of
Racial Geographic
Schools' Racial
Schools'
Centrality Schools Diversity Diversity Representativeness Centrality
Census Tracts'
Centrality
Census Tracts'
Diversity of Schools
Schools' Racial
Diversity
Schools' Geographic
Diversity
Schools' Racial
Representativeness

1
0.41

1
1

Schools' Centrality

0.41

1

-0.48

-0.36

1

-0.22

0.06

0

1

Table D-2. Correlations between measures of diversity and centrality for census
tracts and schools for kindergarten under Home-Based.
Census
Tracts'
Census Diversity Schools'
Schools'
Tracts'
of
Racial Geographic
Schools' Racial
Schools'
Centrality Schools Diversity Diversity Representativeness Centrality
Census Tracts'
Centrality
Census Tracts'
Diversity of Schools
Schools' Racial
Diversity
Schools' Geographic
Diversity
Schools' Racial
Representativeness
Schools' Centrality

1
0.30

1
1
0.33

1

-0.71

-0.31

1

-0.48

-0.19

0.30

1
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Table D-3. Correlations between measures of diversity and centrality for census
tracts and schools for 6th grade under 3Z.
Census
Tracts'
Census Diversity Schools'
Schools'
Tracts'
of
Racial Geographic
Schools' Racial
Schools'
Centrality Schools Diversity Diversity Representativeness Centrality
Census Tracts'
Centrality
Census Tracts'
Diversity of Schools
Schools' Racial
Diversity
Schools' Geographic
Diversity
Schools' Racial
Representativeness

1
0.52

1
1

Schools' Centrality

0.45

1

-0.67

-0.44

1

0.18

0.32

-0.27

1

Table D-4. Correlations between measures of diversity and centrality for census
tracts and schools for 6th grade under Home-Based.
Census
Tracts'
Census Diversity Schools'
Schools'
Tracts'
of
Racial Geographic
Schools' Racial
Schools'
Centrality Schools Diversity Diversity Representativeness Centrality
Census Tracts'
Centrality
Census Tracts'
Diversity of Schools
Schools' Racial
Diversity
Schools' Geographic
Diversity
Schools' Racial
Representativeness
Schools' Centrality

1
0.14

1
1
0.37

1

-0.53

-0.39

1

-0.30

0.03

0.12

1
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Table D-5. Measures of school diversity and centrality indices for kindergarten
and 6th grade, including changes between 3Z and HBAP.
Mean Values
School Descriptors
Racial Diversity
Racial
Representativeness
Geographic Diversity
Centrality

Neighborhood Descriptors
Diversity of Schools

Grade
K2
6th
K2
6th
K2
6th
K2
6th

Wilcoxon
3Z
HBAP
Significance
0.52
0.53
0.52
0.53
0.32
0.31
0.91
0.9
0.66
0.45

K2
0.74
6th
0.68
Centrality
K2
0.65
6th
0.84
Significance: * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001

0.35
0.3
0.9
0.92
0.6
0.33

*
***
**
***

0.73
0.69
0.52 ***
0.53 ***

